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1 Histological analysis reveals larger size-at-maturity for southern flounder

(Paralichthys lethostigma) with implications for biological reference points

Citation: Midway, S. R. and F. S. Scharf. 2012. Histological analysis reveals larger size-at-
maturity for southern flounder (Paralichthys lethostigma) with implications for biological reference
points. Marine and Coastal Fisheries: Dynamics, Management, and Ecosystem Science 4: 628–638.
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Abstract

For fish stocks managed using biological reference points based upon spawn-

ing biomass, it is critical to have accurate maturity schedules. We inves-

tigated size- and age-dependent patterns in maturity for southern flounder

Paralichthys lethostigma, a flatfish supporting valuable coastal fisheries in

North Carolina and throughout its range. We evaluated both macroscopic

and histological methods over two consecutive reproductive seasons. Histo-

logical analyses revealed that maturity occurred at larger sizes and older ages

than previously estimated. Length at 50% maturity (L50) was estimated at

408 mm total length (TL), which was more than 60 mm larger than currently

assumed, and was relatively stable between study years. We found that only

44% of age-1 southern flounder were mature compared with an estimated 74%

in an earlier study. We suspect that most of the differences in maturity tim-

ing of southern flounder between our findings and previous studies stem from

macroscopic assignment error. During this study, only 61% of fish staged

macroscopically as developing were found to be mature based on histologi-

cal analysis. Assuming incorrectly that all of these fish were mature would

have resulted in an L50 of 375 mm TL, which is closer to previous estimates.

Analysis of spawning stock biomass per recruit demonstrated that biological

reference points (e.g., FSPR) could be affected considerably by shifting matu-

rity schedules, and the effects could be magnified at larger sizes at entry and

higher harvest rates. Given the life history strategy of southern flounder and

the lack of a developed offshore fishery or sampling program, which combine

to prevent access to fish on the spawning grounds, it is probably most judi-

cious to routinely analyze reproductive tissue samples histologically to ensure

accurate information on the timing of maturity.
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INTRODUCTION

The influence of individual reproductive biology on the productivity and re-

silience of fish stocks has received much recent attention (Kjesbu 2009; Lowerre-

Barbieri et al. 2011a). Basic information on the timing and extent of reproductive

output such as spawning seasonality and fecundity can refine estimates of stock

production and biological reference points (Marshall 2009). More specifically, an

accurate understanding of the timing of maturity is essential for effective fisheries

management (King and McFarlane 2003). The size and age at which fish become

mature is a critical element of a species life history (Roff 1982; Dieckmann and

Heino 2007), and variation in fish maturity scheduling can directly impact annual

and lifetime reproductive output.

Due to resource limitations, many contemporary biological sampling programs

still use traditional approaches to assign individual fish to maturity stages based on

macroscopic features of the gonads. Unfortunately, macroscopically-based maturity

assignments often lack agreement with histological assessments of maturity, which

can contribute to erroneous conclusions about the status of the stock (Saborido-Rey

and Junquera 1998; Tomkiewicz et al. 2003; Costa 2009; Ferreri et al. 2009). For

instance, Vitale et al. (2006) revealed that the use of macroscopic staging alone

overestimated female spawning stock biomass in Kattegat cod Gadus morhua by up

to 35%. These results highlight the need for more routine application of histological

analyses (e.g., West 1990) that require more time and expense, but yield the most

accurate reproductive information (Hilge 1977; Hunter and Macewicz 1985; Murua

and Saborido-Rey 2003).

Southern flounder Paralichthys lethostigma occur in estuarine and marine waters

of the US South Atlantic and the Gulf of Mexico, supporting valuable commercial

and recreational fisheries throughout their range (Gilbert 1986). Southern flounder
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are spawned offshore and settle in shallow, estuarine and freshwater habitats during

late winter and early spring (Wenner et al. 1990; Lowe et al. 2011). Juveniles

grow quickly (0.35–1.5 mm/day; Fitzhugh et al. 1996) and some individuals may

recruit to commercial and recreational fisheries prior to reaching one year of age.

Southern flounder are sexually dimorphic, with females attaining larger sizes and

contributing disproportionately to fishery landings. Immature southern flounder

remain in estuarine habitats for about two years or until they mature, at which time

they migrate offshore to spawn. The prevailing view maintains that after spawning,

flounder return to estuaries, although the fraction of fish returning and the extent of

nearshore habitat use have recently been questioned (Wenner et al. 1990; Watterson

and Alexander 2004; Taylor et al. 2008).

In North Carolina, southern flounder has been the most valuable finfish resource

for much of the past two decades (North Carolina Division of Marine Fisheries

[NCDMF] commercial harvest statistics 1991–2010). Currently, the North Carolina

stock is considered to be ‘depleted’ due to a long period of elevated harvest rates

beginning in the early 1990’s. The initial fishery management plan North Carolina

Division of Marine Fisheries 2005 established several new harvest restrictions in

an attempt to lessen the impact on the stock by reducing fishing mortality rates.

However, recent findings indicate that fishing mortality rates may still be higher

than management targets, at least in the river-based gill net segment of the fishery

(Smith et al. 2009). Indeed, the most recent stock assessment determined that the

stock remains both overfished (SSB below target) and is undergoing overfishing (F

above target) (Takade-Heumacher and Batsavage 2009). Observations by Smith and

Scharf (2010) also revealed that the commercial gill net harvest comprised mostly

young (primarily age-1) fish, many of which were likely immature.

Size- and age-based maturity schedules for female southern flounder were first

estimated for North Carolina fish captured during the mid-1990’s by Monaghan and

4



Armstrong (2000). Their findings resulted in an estimated L50 (length at which

50% of females are mature) of 345 mm, and that 18.1% and 73.5% of age-0 and

age-1 fish, respectively, were mature. However, all but two of nineteen running ripe

females collected in ocean waters were greater than 414 mm, and age-1 females failed

to demonstrate a defined peak in their gonadosomatic index (GSI) during late fall,

that was observed for age-2 and older fish (Monaghan and Armstrong 2000). More

recent studies have provided new evidence suggesting that maturation of southern

flounder may occur at larger sizes and older ages. Smith and Scharf (2010) examined

a small number (n = 31) of southern flounder gonads histologically and estimated

that only 56.6% of age-1 females were mature, with no observations of mature age-0

fish. Taylor et al. (2008) found that many southern flounder demonstrated chemical

signatures in their otoliths consistent with estuarine residency until just prior to the

deposition of the third annulus (i.e., age-2 fish about to turn 3), suggesting delayed

participation in offshore spawning.

Here, we use histology to estimate the size and age at maturity for southern floun-

der from estuarine waters throughout North Carolina. We compare histologically

validated maturity estimates to those generated using only existing macroscopic cri-

teria, and we examine seasonal and size-dependent patterns in GSI as an indicator

of maturity. Last, we explore the impact of variable maturity schedules on estimates

of southern flounder spawning stock biomass and management reference points.

METHODS

Fish Collection

Adult female southern flounder were collected between September 2009 and De-

cember 2010, allowing maturity schedules to be estimated during two consecutive

reproductive seasons. Fish were collected throughout estuarine waters of North
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Carolina (Figure 1) in three ways that included seafood dealer sampling, directed

trips with commercial pound net and gill net fishers, and through the NCDMF

fishery-independent gill net sampling program. The NCDMF sampling program

fishes multi-panel gill nets (7.6–16.5cm stretch mesh in eight 27.4m sections) in

the estuarine waters throughout the state during February–December (see Takade-

Heumacher and Batsavage 2009 for additional programmatic details). All fish cap-

tured with commercial fishing partners were also collected from estuarine locations.

All fish purchased from seafood dealers exceeded the minimum legal size (356 mm

TL), while scientific collecting permits enabled the retention of some sub-legal size

fish during directed trips. Fish collected during fishery-independent sampling en-

compassed a wide range of sizes due to the use of multiple mesh sizes in the gill

nets. In each study year, southern flounder were collected during nearly all months

through fishery-independent sampling. Seafood dealer sampling and directed trips

were conducted during September–December, immediately prior to offshore spawn-

ing, in order to reduce bias associated with sampling resting mature individuals prior

to or subsequent to the period of peak reproductive activity. Individuals collected

outside of this primary sampling window were investigated to confirm the absence

of reproductive activity.

Upon capture, fish were placed on ice for no longer than 24 hours (usually <2

hours) prior to tissue extraction. All fish were measured for total length (mm)

and weight (g). Both otoliths were extracted for aging, which was completed us-

ing whole otoliths following NCDMF procedures. Whole gonads were removed and

staged macroscopically (Table 1), then weighed and stored in 10% neutral buffered

formalin for histological analysis. A subset of individuals was randomly selected

(samples were first stratified by pre-spawn month and broad geographic region) for

histological analysis. Sample preparation followed traditional wax paraffin embed-

ding techniques. Briefly, tissues were rinsed in a series of ethanol dilutions and
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toluene, and then placed in liquid paraffin wax. After drying, 5-7m thick sections

were removed from the embedded samples, mounted on glass slides, and stained

with Gill’s hematoxylin #2 and eosin-Y. Histological samples were staged based on

the most advanced oocyte stage present (Table 1; Figure 2), using the presence of

cortical alveolar stage oocytes (or more advanced developmental stages) to indicate

maturity within the present season (Murua and Saborido-Rey 2003; Brown-Peterson

et al. 2011).

Data Analysis

We initially used three models–logistic, cumulative normal, and Hazard (Table

2)–to estimate the probability of southern flounder maturity as a function of total

length. The models were fit using the glm procedure in R with the argument family

= binomial and link = “logit,” “probit,” or “cloglog” depending on the model (R

Development Core Team 2010). All models generated estimates for two parameters

(α and β) that were used to predict the length at which 50% of individuals were

mature (L50 = −α/β), and the standard error for L50, calculated based on the

variance of a ratio (Kendall et al. 1994). Model fit was compared using the Akaike

information criterion (AIC; Table 2).

The potential for temporal variation in southern flounder maturity was evaluated

through development and comparison of annual maturity schedules. A bootstrap

randomization test (Manly 2007) was used where two group (with 2009 and 2010

sample sizes to represent the different years) were randomly assigned individual mea-

sures of TL. An L50 was then calculated for each group, and the absolute value of the

difference between the two L50s was considered the test statistic. This process was

repeated 9999 times. The actual difference in L50 based on years (the 10000th itera-

tion) was then compared to distribution of L50s. A p-value was then assigned to the

actual value based on its location in the distribution of test statistics. Monthly GSI
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distributions were tested for skewness (D’Agostino K2 test; α = 0.05) and tempo-

ral patterns in GSI were analyzed using appropriate parametric or distribution-free

methods. We evaluated macroscopic and histological staging disagreement error by

calculating the percentage of correct maturity classifications (based on histology) for

each macroscopic stage encountered during the study. We also estimated a separate

length-based maturity schedule using only macroscopic assignments and compared

this schedule with a histology-based schedule.

To examine the impact of variable maturity schedules on estimates of stock repro-

ductive potential and management reference points we evaluated spawning potential

ratio (SPR) as a function of fishing mortality rate (F ) and length-at-entry using our

histology-based maturity schedule as well as the currently assumed maturity sched-

ule that was used in the most recent stock assessment. SPR is a commonly used

measure of reproductive potential and was calculated as the ratio of spawning stock

biomass per recruit (SSB/R) at a given level of F to maximum SSB/R (i.e., when

F = 0), and expressed as a percentage (Goodyear 1993). We chose to model SPR

as a function of length-at-entry rather than the more common age-at-entry because

southern flounder are managed using minimum size limits and the landings are pri-

marily composed of ages 13 fish which would limit contrast in an age-based model.

To calculate SSB/R as a function of length-at-entry, we modeled natural and fishing

mortality of flounder as they grew through 10mm TL size groups. We estimated

the time to transition between length groups using von Bertalanffy growth param-

eters and estimated body weights using a species-specific length-weight relationship

(North Carolina Division of Marine Fisheries 2005). Natural mortality (M) was esti-

mated on a weight-specific basis using the Lorenzen (1996) model. Fishing mortality

(F ) was set at a value of 0.7534 based on the terminal F estimate included in the

most recent stock assessment (Takade-Heumacher and Batsavage 2009). Both M

and F were applied to each length group by multiplying the appropriate transition
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time (i.e., the time each length group was exposed to a specific rate of mortality

before transitioning to the next length group). We seeded the model with 1000 pre-

recruit individuals and tracked the number remaining alive in each length group,

Ntl, as:

Ntl = Ntl−1e
−(F+M)

where Ntl−1 = the number alive in the previous length group, and F and M are

instantaneous fishing and natural mortality, respectively. Biomass remaining was

calculated by multiplying the number alive by average weight. Spawning stock

biomass was estimated from the length-specific maturity schedule and was divided by

the initial number of recruits to estimate SSB/R. We estimated the fishing mortality

rate (F ) at each of six different lengths-at-entry necessary to produce SPR values

ranging from 20–50%, and compared these rates between maturity schedules.

RESULTS

Over two consecutive reproductive seasons, we collected a total of 1,174 southern

flounder: 423 fish during 2009 and 751 fish during 2010. During both years, fish were

collected from directed trips with commercial fishermen (n = 358, T̄L = 375 mm,

SD = 42 mm), seafood dealers (n = 227, T̄L = 408 mm, SD = 50 mm), and from

the NCDMF fishery-independent gill net sampling program (n = 589, T̄L = 385

mm, SD = 61 mm). We selected 614 individuals for histological analysis–309 fish

from 2009 and 305 fish from 2010. Lengths of individuals sampled for histology were

approximately normally distributed (T̄L= 392 mm, SD = 52 mm) and fish ranged

in size from 214–740 mm TL. We completed histological analysis for 102 age-0 fish,

398 age-1 fish, 95 age-2 fish, and 19 age-3+ fish, which included ages 35.
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Timing of maturation

We did not expect to encounter any newly maturing southern flounder during

the spring and summer and this was confirmed through histology. From February

through August, a subsample (n = 19) of larger individuals (T̄L = 425 mm, SD = 34

mm) was selected for histological processing and none showed any secondary growth

oocytes or other indicators of maturation, such as elevated GSI. Thus, southern

flounder reproductive activity was isolated between September and January. During

the 2009 reproductive season, we collected fish from 22 September 2009 – 20 January

2010 and developing individuals were detected throughout the entire period. During

the 2010 season, we sampled from 1 September 2010 – 22 December 2010. The first

evidence of developing fish was detected on 8 September, while maturing individuals

were still detected when sampling ended in late December due to poor weather and

limited fish availability.

Although we observed female southern flounder with secondary growth oocytes

(cortical alveolus or more advanced stage) during September and January (Figure 3),

we restricted our estimation of maturity schedules to fish collected during October–

December. We did this primarily to minimize any bias associated with incorrectly

classifying resting mature individuals as immature. Even histological classification

systems can fail to distinguish between mature females whose ovaries are in a rest-

ing or regressed state and immature females with inactive ovaries that have yet to

attain maturity and participate in spawning activities (Hunter and Macewicz 2003;

Lowerre-Barbieri et al. 2011b). Using guidelines presented in Murua and Saborido-

Rey (2003) and Brown-Peterson et al. (2011), we assumed the presence of cortical

alveolar oocyte stages to indicate that an individual would continue with oocyte

development and participate in spawning during the subsequent breeding season.

However, because the developmental time necessary for oocytes to advance from
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cortical alveolus stages to ovulation in southern flounder is unknown our aim was to

restrict our analysis to a time period when evidence of upcoming spawning was most

likely. We elected not to include fish collected in September since we encountered

several large individuals during this month that did not possess advanced oocyte

stages and were likely in a resting state. However, we could not definitively rule out

immature status for these individuals. Similarly, although developing fish were still

encountered in January, there were relatively fewer mature individuals compared to

the fall. We interpreted these data to indicate that most fish collected in January

were unlikely to emigrate for spawning and instead represented fish that were very

likely to overwinter in the estuary. To avoid the possibility of biasing the maturity

schedule with a sample of mostly immature fish collected in January, we omitted

them from the analysis.

Gonadosomatic index

GSI data collected during February–September were each normally distributed

with nearly all GSI values less than 1%. During October–January, GSI data were

positively skewed (D’Agostino K2 test; α = 0.05) with mean GSI still below 1%, but

included several observations above 1–2%. Commonly applied transformations did

not eliminate skewness during these months, which prevented parametric testing for

differences among months (Figure 4).

Size- and age-at-maturity

Based on 451 fish captured during October–December of 2009 and 2010, we cal-

culated an overall L50 of 408 mm TL (SE = 65.6 mm) using the logistic model. The

Hazard model was not supported and, although the probit model was also well sup-

ported, the logistic model is applied more conventionally and allows for comparison

with other studies. We refer only to logistic model estimates hereafter. Estimates
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of L50 differed by about 17 mm TL between years (Figure 5), but the bootstrap

randomization test indicated that this difference was not statistically significant (P

= 0.064). The proportion of mature female southern flounder at ages 0, 1, and 2

was estimated to be 3%, 44%, and 76%, respectively (Figure 6).

Macroscopic vs. microscopic maturity classification

Although several biologists and technicians participated in southern flounder col-

lections and macroscopic gonad staging, all staging personnel used the same NCDMF

macroscopic classification guide (Table 1). In total, 427 ovaries collected during

October–December of both years were staged using macroscopic features (Table 3;

note that sample sizes were different because among the 451 ovaries analyzed his-

tologically, 24 of these were not staged macroscopically). We did not expect to

encounter resting, spent, or running-ripe fish during this time period; however, 44

specimens were characterized as resting based on the criteria outlined in Table 1.

Only four fish were staged macroscopically as spent, and one fish was considered run-

ning ripe. The vast majority of fish were staged macroscopically as fully-developed

(n = 43), developing (n = 148), or immature (n = 187). Fish assigned to the fully-

developed stage achieved the highest agreement between macroscopic and histologi-

cal classifications, with 91% agreement. Fish classified macroscopically as developing

were assumed to be mature; however, only 61% of those fish were found to be ma-

ture based on histology. Similarly to fully-developed fish, flounder that were staged

macroscopically as immature were mostly confirmed to be immature through his-

tology, with 89% agreement between methods. When the logistic regression model

was used to generate a southern flounder maturity schedule using only macroscopic

maturity assignments, the estimate of L50 was 375 mm TL, 33 mm smaller than our

model built using histologically examined fish (Figure 7).
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Spawning potential ratio analysis

When the histologically validated maturity schedule was incorporated, SPR iso-

pleths for southern flounder were shifted by approximately 10% relative to the cur-

rently assumed maturity schedule (Figure 8). At the present length-at-entry of 356

mm and the most recent estimate of F = 0.7534, SPR was estimated at 36.5%

and 26.6% when using the currently assumed maturity schedule and the updated

schedule from this study, respectively. In addition, the disparities in SPR between

maturity schedules were magnified at larger lengths-at-entry. Our analysis predicts

that to achieve an SPR of 40%, F would need to be reduced between 26–74%, de-

pending on length-at-entry, when incorporating the histologically validated maturity

schedule. The effects of the maturity schedule are magnified when the stock is more

depressed (i.e., at SPR values < 40%).

DISCUSSION

Size- and age-at-maturity

During this study, North Carolina southern flounder matured at larger sizes

and older ages than previously estimated and assumed in current management ef-

forts. Our size-at-maturity estimate was over 60 mm larger than the L50 previously

calculated by Monaghan and Armstrong (2000), and our estimates of the fraction

mature-at-age suggest that many individuals no not mature until ages 2 and 3,

rather than maturing at age 1. Our findings are aligned with recent studies (Taylor

et al. 2008; Smith and Scharf 2010) that have also presented evidence suggesting

maturity at older ages and larger sizes for southern flounder in North Carolina.

Between study years we detected a modest, although not statistically significant,

difference in southern flounder maturity schedules. Observing a difference as large

as 17 mm (nearly 5%) between L50 estimates during two consecutive years could
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imply that interannual variability in the size at which maturity is attained is consid-

erable for this species, owing to fluctuations in environmental conditions impacting

early growth. Temporal variability in maturity schedules has been widely reported

for other commercially exploited marine fishes (e.g., Cardinale and Modin 1999;

Morgan and Bowering 1997; Cooper et al. 2010). Our findings at least suggest

that interannual variation in maturity scheduling of southern flounder should be

quantified.

Based on the currently assumed maturity schedule, the increased minimum size

limit that was included among recent (2005) regulatory changes was hypothesized to

result in lower harvest rates of immature fish. However, our histologically validated

maturity schedule indicates that few southern flounder likely have a chance to spawn

prior to recruiting to the fishery. Fish aged two and under still make up nearly 90% of

the commercial harvest, regardless of gear type, and the modal sizes captured range

from 360–380mm TL (Takade-Heumacher and Batsavage 2009). Yet, less than half

(44%) of age-1 individuals are mature, based on histological examination, and many

of those fish are harvested during the summer and fall before successfully emigrating

to offshore spawning grounds. Furthermore, the age structure of the landings means

that very few fish reach age-3, which is the first age when nearly 100% maturity can

be expected. These findings point to a high likelihood of recruitment overfishing in

the southern flounder fishery.

Southern flounder are inaccessible on the winter spawning grounds; thus, our

sampling was concentrated during the estuarine period prior to emigration. Through-

out their range, mature southern flounder are believed to migrate toward the con-

tinental shelf edge for spawning in winter. Sparse data for southern flounder larvae

collected during broad ichthyoplankton surveys supports this assertion (Smith et al.

1975; Walsh 2007), but, to our knowledge, large aggregations of adults have never

been observed in these habitats. Our sampling during the pre-spawning period was
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aligned with previous studies of southern flounder reproductive biology (Wenner

et al. 1990; Monaghan and Armstrong 2000) and presents both advantages and po-

tential drawbacks. Collecting fish immediately before the main spawning period is

advantageous because it reduces the likelihood of encountering fish in post-spawning

condition that lack any reliable maturity indicators and could be misinterpreted as

immature (Hunter and Macewicz 2003; Lowerre-Barbieri et al. 2011b). Alterna-

tively, the time required for an individual female to progress from possessing only

primary oocytes to possessing the advanced vitellogenic oocyte stages necessary to

participate in the upcoming spawning season is unknown for southern flounder, as

for many fishes. This means that certain individuals assigned as immature early in

our sampling period (e.g., October) could have matured during later months and

emigrated to spawn. Although the temporal distribution of advanced oocyte stages

and the monthly patterns in GSI each support October–December as an appropri-

ate period to evaluate maturity in southern flounder, we cannot completely rule out

potential temporal biases.

Macroscopic and histological agreement

We propose that the >60mm increase in southern flounder L50 from previous

estimates can be explained mostly by maturity classification error. Past studies

(Wenner et al. 1990; Monaghan and Armstrong 2000) used primarily macroscopic

staging with some level of histological validation, the details of which are not re-

ported. If a considerable fraction of immature fish were incorrectly assigned mature

status based only on macroscopic staging criteria during those studies, the resulting

maturity ogives would be shifted to smaller sizes. Using our data from 2009–10,

a maturity ogive for southern flounder estimated using only macroscopic maturity

assignments had an L50 of 375mm TL, demonstrating the plausibility of significant

bias related to macroscopic classification. Although macroscopic staging techniques
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are widely used to evaluate reproductive biology as part of contemporary fish sam-

pling programs, the lack of validation of their predictions has been a growing concern

(Tomkiewicz et al. 2003; Vitale et al. 2006; Ferreri et al. 2009). The inclusion

of subjective descriptors such as “small,” “rotund,” and “yellowish-orange” in the

macroscopic staging guides for southern flounder mimic those for other species and

make objective classification difficult. This problem was most acute for the devel-

oping macroscopic stage of southern flounder in which only 61% of fish were found

to possess the advanced oocyte stages necessary to be considered mature.

We do not contend that the temporal shift in maturity scheduling that we ob-

served was necessarily fishery related. Typically, an increase in exploitation reduces

population density, freeing up resources to accelerate growth that often results in a

decrease in size and age at maturity (Hutchings 2002). In addition, fisheries targeting

larger, older individuals can represent a selective force against late age at maturity

(i.e., fisheries-induced evolution of life history traits), and also produce a shift in ma-

turity to smaller, younger fish. Shifts in reproductive timing have been documented

for a number of heavily exploited marine fish stocks (Bowering and Brodie 1991; Ri-

jnsdorp 1993; Trippel et al. 1997). However, fisheries-induced evolution is unlikely

to produce large changes in life history traits within relatively short time periods

(Hilborn and Minte-Vera 2008; Andersen and Brander 2009). More importantly,

both ecological and evolutionary processes would be expected to favor individuals

maturing at smaller sizes and younger ages–the opposite pattern to our observations

for southern flounder.

Because the life history of southern flounder includes migration and offshore

spawning, any pre-spawn sampling that takes place in estuarine waters will neces-

sarily include mainly fish in earlier stages of maturation (e.g., running ripe southern

flounder are only rarely encountered close to shore). When secondary oocyte de-

velopment has just initiated is when gross morphological characters of the gonad
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are often the most difficult to interpret. In the absence of histological analysis, an-

nual maturity schedules for southern flounder will depend upon correct macroscopic

classification of early developing individuals. Clearly, given our lack of agreement

for fish in developing stages, improved macroscopic classification techniques need

to be developed unless histological analysis can be completed routinely. While his-

tological analysis provides the highest level of confidence in estimating maturity

schedules, we recognize that large scale, multi-year histological investigations will

not be economically feasible for most fishery management agencies. Therefore, it is

even more important to periodically evaluate the performance of macroscopic classi-

fication guides, allowing for evaluation of existing, and possible development of new,

macroscopic staging criteria.

Management implications

Errors in maturity assignments frequently manifest in biological reference points

and impact the effectiveness of management strategies. One common reference point

used in fisheries management is FSPR, defined as the instantaneous fishing mortality

rate estimated to maintain SPR at some pre-determined level. Although no single

FSPR is ideal for all species, previous studies suggest that SPR levels of 35–40%

should result in high yield with minimal risk of collapse and/or contribute to re-

building of overfished stocks(Overholtz et al. 1986; Clark 1993; Goodyear 1993).

For southern flounder, NCDMF has set the management threshold at F30% = 0.4880

and the target at F35% = 0.4081, compared to the present F = 0.7534 (Takade-

Heumacher and Batsavage 2009; North Carolina Division of Marine Fisheries 2010).

Using the histologically validated maturity schedule from this study, and combining

the current length-at-entry with F = 0.4081 yielded an SPR estimate of 42.3%,

slightly higher than the 35% predicted by the NCDMF age-structured model.

The continuation of elevated harvest rates in the North Carolina southern floun-
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der fishery (Takade-Heumacher and Batsavage 2009) despite the implementation

of several management restrictions in 2005 necessitated an evaluation of additional

strategies to restrict harvest. Several management alternatives, including catch quo-

tas, limited entry programs, trip/creel limitations, and more severe gear limitations,

were not favored for multiple socioeconomic and biological reasons, while increasing

minimum size limits and temporal (i.e., seasonal) closures were strongly considered

(North Carolina Division of Marine Fisheries 2010). Ultimately, no strategies specific

to southern flounder were implemented because it was projected that harvest rates

would be sufficiently reduced by time-at-sea restrictions (i.e., the amount of time gill

nets could be fished) imposed to limit interactions with protected species. However,

our findings have important implications for any future implementation of changes

to the minimum harvestable size of southern flounder. The differences between the

SPR isopleths for currently assumed and histologically validated maturity schedules

become greater at larger lengths-at-entry. For example, at the present length-at-

entry (356mm TL), F40% is estimated to be 0.65 and 0.44 for the currently assumed

and histologically validated maturity schedules, respectively; meaning more than

a 30% reduction in F when using the histologically-generated maturity schedule.

However, if length-at-entry were increased two inches to 406mm TL, the difference

in the F40% estimates due only to the maturity schedule would exceed 50%. If F is

not controlled and the condition of the stock degrades to lower levels of SPR, the

effect of the maturity schedule on estimates of F needed to rebuild SPR is even

further magnified.

Ultimately, the goal of any fisheries management plan should be to minimize

the loss of both current and future yield. Increasing length-at-entry affords more

fish the opportunity to spawn and reduces the likelihood of recruitment overfish-

ing. However, our findings highlight the need to understand the interaction between

the timing of entry into the fishery and the timing of maturity. Finer control of
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harvest rates will likely be required when the timing of these events closely coin-

cide. Lost yield from the harvest of immature individuals is a threat to many fish

stocks. Heino (1998) demonstrated this phenomenon using an age-structured pop-

ulation model for Northeast Arctic cod, whereas Conover and Munch (2002) used

empirical results from a controlled laboratory experiment to demonstrate lost yield

in Atlantic silverside caused by selective removals. Additionally, fisheries-induced

evolution requires only two conditions: unequal mortalities across phenotypes and

heritability of characteristics that have disparate vulnerabilities to fishing (Hutch-

ings and Reynolds 2004). The nearly two decades of elevated harvest rates suggest

that some degree of lost yield or evolution of life history traits may be occurring

within the North Carolina southern flounder stock. The recognition of older ages

and larger sizes-at-maturity than originally thought, along with adequate control of

harvest rates, should contribute to restoring long term yield in this fishery.
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Table 1.1: Stages used to assess maturity in North Carolina female southern flounder.
Each stage and the description of its macroscopic features follow guides used by the North
Carolina Division of Marine Fisheries. The most advanced oocyte stages are based upon
histological examination of female gonad sections and follow Brown-Peterson et al. (2011).
CA = cortical alveolar; OM = oocyte maturation; PG = primary growth; POF = postovu-
latory follicle complex; Vtg1 = primary vitellogenesis; Vtg2 = secondary vitellogenesis;
Vtg3 = tertiary vitellogenesis.

Stage Most advanced
oocyte stage

Macroscopic features

Immature PG Ovaries small and thin—no oocytes vis-
ible

Developing CA, Vtg1, Vtg2 Ovaries rotund, yellowish-orange and
turgid

Fully-developed Vtg3 Same as developing, but with oocytes
visible

Ripe (running) Vtg3, OM, POF Ovaries large and soft with many large,
free-flowing (with slight pressure) hy-
drated oocytes

Spent POF, few Vtg3 Ovaries small and bloodshot; few hy-
drated oocytes, if any

Resting PG Ovaries small, flaccid, translucent with
no visible oocytes
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Table 1.2: Parameter values, L50 estimates, AIC scores, and relative weights for each
of the three binary regression models evaluated in the present study. The logistic model
received the most support given the data, while the probit model was also plausible. The
Hazard model was not well supported.

model equation α β L50 AIC ∆AIC wi
Logistic pi = 1

1+e−(α+βx)
-11.092 0.027 408.2 487.0 0.0 0.68

Probit pi = φ(α + βx) -6.367 0.016 409.4 488.6 1.6 0.31

Hazard pi = 1 − e−e
α+βx

-7.419 0.017 436.6 496.0 9.0 0.01
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Table 1.3: Classification distribution for female southern flounder captured during
October–December. Within each macroscopic stage, the fraction of fish assigned to each
histological stage (based on most advanced oocyte stage detected) is presented. All macro-
scopic stages except Immature, are assumed to represent mature fish. For Immature, De-
veloping, and Fully-developed macroscopic stages, bold typeface entries indicate fractions
of fish that were assigned a correct (either mature or immature) histological maturity des-
ignation. Running ripe, spent, and resting stages were not expected to be encountered in
estuarine waters during the fall, and thus were not assessed for agreement with histological
staging. Histological abbreviations follow those presented in Table 1 with Vtg indicating
any of the three vitellogenic stages (Vtg1, Vtg2, or Vtg3).

Histological stage
Macroscopic stage n PG CA Vtg
Immature 187 88.8% 10.2% 1.1%
Developing (mature) 148 38.5% 45.9% 15.5%
Fully-developed (mature) 44 9.1% 29.5% 61.4%
Ripe (running) 1 0.0% 0.0% 100.0%
Spent 4 75.0% 25.0% 0.0%
Resting 43 79.1% 20.9% 0.0%
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Figure 1.1: Study location in coastal North Carolina with an inset to indicate posi-
tion relative to the U.S. east coast. Approximate locations where southern flounder were
collected for this study are indicated by filled symbols.
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A B 

Figure 1.2: Representative histological sections of female southern flounder ovaries for
(A) an immature fish exhibiting only primary growth and (B) a maturing fish exhibiting
asynchronous oocyte development. a = primary growth oocyte, b = cortical alveolus
oocyte, c = vitellogenic oocyte.
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Figure 1.3: The proportion of most advanced oocyte stages (based on histology) encoun-
tered among female southern flounder during the reproductive season. Only fish captured
during the months (October–December) immediately preceding offshore spawning were
included in construction of maturity ogives, although some mature fish were observed
in September and January. CA = cortical alveolar, PG = primary growth, Vtg = all
vitellogenic oocyte stages.
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Figure 1.4: Box-and-whisker plot of gonadosomatic indices (GSI) by month for female
southern flounder. October–January data were significantly skewed (D’Agostino K2 test;
α = 0.05). Monthly sample sizes are reported below the corresponding box-and-whisker
plot. No fish were collected in April.
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Figure 1.5: Maturity ogives (±95% confidence intervals) and estimates of L50 for North
Carolina southern flounder during both years of this study. Dashed lines represent the
95% confidence interval for each estimate. The difference in the L50 estimates between
years was not statistically significant (see text). For both years combined the estimate of
L50 was 408 mm TL.
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Figure 1.6: Estimates of the proportion of mature fish at age for North Carolina female
southern flounder of ages 0–2 based on this study and two previous studies. The estimated
proportion of mature fish generated during this study is based only on histologically staged
fish and was lower at each age compared with previous estimates.
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Figure 1.7: The maturity ogive and L50 estimate for North Carolina female southern
flounder based on both years combined during this study (blue circle) relative to the
maturity ogive (red triangle) estimated during a previous study (Monaghan and Armstrong
2000) (center panel). The length distributions of mature and immature fish that were
used to generate the model during this study are displayed in the upper and lower panels,
respectively. The black square represents the estimate ofL50 (375 mm TL) from a maturity
ogive using data from this study and only macroscopic staging.
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Figure 1.8: Spawning potential ratio (SPR) isopleths (20–50%) for North Carolina south-
ern flounder across a range of lengths at entry and instantaneous fishing mortality rates
(F ) using two different maturity schedules (blue solid line with diamonds = currently
assumed maturity schedule; red dashed line with circles = the histologically validated ma-
turity schedule estimated in this study). Combining the current length at entry of 356 mm
and the most recent estimate of F = 0.7534 (each represented by a solid black reference
line) results in SPR = 36.5% when using the currently assumed maturity schedule and
26.6% when using the updated schedule. The symbols are located at hypothetical lengths
at entry in 25.4mm (1 in) increments between 330 and 432 mm (13 and 17 in), with the
exception of the symbols located at 419mm (16.5 in).
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2 Improving macroscopic maturity determination in a pre-spawning flatfish

through predictive modeling and whole mount methods
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Abstract

Accurate maturity schedules are essential for informed management of

many fishery resources. Although histological methods are generally acknowl-

edged as the best approach to correctly assign maturity status of individual

fish, the methods can be expensive and time consuming. We developed and

tested a set of multivariable models to predict maturity of southern flounder,

a valuable flatfish occupying estuarine and coastal systems in the southeastern

US. We also evaluated the potential for whole mount methods to validate ma-

turity assignments and help discriminate transitional oocyte stages. Lastly, we

used one of the better performing models to conduct retrospective analysis of

variability in southern flounder maturity schedules. Several models performed

well in predicting southern flounder maturity; nearly half of the models we

tested achieved ≥85% prediction success. We noted that the gonadosomatic

index (GSI) was included in most of the higher performing models and, by

itself, was a strong predictor of maturity for southern flounder. The addition

of novel quantitative predictors, such as gonad color and dimensions, pushed

model success above 90% in many cases. Whole mount methods showed a high

level of agreement with histological methods, and should be investigated as

an inexpensive alternative for validating maturity assignments. Retrospective

analysis revealed the potential for interannual fluctuations in L50 of 2–5cm

for southern flounder, which can impact yearly estimates of SSB and target

harvest rates. Multivariable predictive models using routinely collected fish-

ery biological data can provide reliable estimates of fish maturity and, when

coupled with whole mount methods, should represent an improvement of tra-

ditional macroscopic maturity assignment.
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INTRODUCTION

Understanding temporal variability in maturity schedules for fish stocks is es-

sential for successful management, yet maturity schedules are often incomplete or

prone to error (Lowerre-Barbieri et al. 2011b). For many fishes, maturity schedules

have traditionally been estimated based on visual inspection of gross (macroscopic)

features of whole gonads (West 1990). However, macroscopic staging can be in-

accurate since it is generally restricted to coarse and often subjective measures of

gonad size, shape, or color that do not necessarily correspond with oocyte-level de-

velopment (e.g., Vitale et al. 2006; Costa 2009; Ferreri et al. 2009; McPherson

et al. 2011; Midway and Scharf 2012). Despite its limitations, macroscopic staging

remains a common approach for assigning maturity since it is inexpensive and rel-

atively easy to complete. Alternatively, histological examination of gonadal tissue

is widely considered to be the benchmark in fish reproductive biology as it provides

oocyte-level information and a high degree of accuracy when determining maturity

status (Hunter and Macewicz 1985; Murua and Saborido-Rey 2003). The major

drawback to histology is that it is resource intensive, requiring considerable time

and expense, and specialized training.

In some cases, accurate maturity assignments have been obtained using sim-

ple and inexpensive methods instead of histology (West 1990; Neidig et al. 2000).

Specifically, two alternative approaches that have promise include multivariable pre-

dictive modeling and whole mount procedures. Statistical models to predict matu-

rity status for individual fish can take a number of forms, but recent models have

generally taken advantage of routinely collected biological (e.g., length, weight, age,

etc.) and environmental (e.g., location and date of capture, physical habitat at-

tributes, etc.) variables to increase predictive success beyond simple macroscopic

staging criteria. For example, Vitale et al. (2006) used a regression tree model to
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determine that gonadosomatic (GSI) and hepatosomatic (HSI) indices could cor-

rectly predict maturity of Kattegat Atlantic cod (Gadus morhua) for 95% of the

individuals tested. Similarly, Schill et al. (2010) used environmental variables to

generate maturity models with prediction success rates between 77–89% for Idaho

redband trout (Oncorhynchus mykiss gairdneri). The ability to predict maturity

status with high rates of success by supplementing macroscopic staging with infor-

mation gained from multiple routinely collected variables could lessen the need for

regular histological analysis.

Whole mounting of oocytes (also referred to as wet or squash mounts) is a sim-

plified method to identify oocyte stages that requires only placing a sample of fresh

or preserved ovarian tissue on a glass slide, compressing the sample with a cover

slip, and then viewing using a stereo or compound microscope. Whole mount meth-

ods have been applied more commonly as part of fecundity studies (e.g., Thorsen

and Kjesbu 2001; Witthames et al. 2009) than for the development of maturity

schedules; however, staging of oocytes from whole mounts has been successfully val-

idated in cases where it was attempted (Kjesbu 1991; Neidig et al. 2000). More

specifically, both Forberg (1983) and West (1990) reported high agreement between

whole mount and histological methods to stage oocytes of capelin (Mallotus villosus

villosus) and brownstripe red snapper (Lutjanus vittus), respectively. West (1990)

further suggested that, if validated, whole mounts can be more efficient than his-

tology for generating maturity schedules. Similar to simple GSI calculations, whole

mounting is rapid and inexpensive; however it can yield microscopically detailed in-

formation for some species, indicating its promise as a potential alternative to more

extensive histological approaches.

The ability to produce rapid and accurate maturity schedules on a continual basis

should increase our understanding of spatial and temporal variation in maturity and

lead to more effective management (Morgan 2008). Fish maturity schedules can
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vary for numerous reasons, including density-dependent responses to fluctuations in

population abundance (Morgan and Colbourne 1999; Hutchings and Baum 2005),

environmental variation (e.g., temperature; Dhillon and Fox 2004; Tobin and Wright

2011, and selective mortality Law and Grey 1989. Because changes in maturity

are thought to be influenced more by changes in abundance and demographics (i.e.,

selective removal of individuals through fishing) and less by natural variation (Walsh

and Morgan 1999), exploited species are more likely to display temporal variability in

maturation schedules. The ability to monitor temporal shifts in age- and size-specific

maturity has the potential to serve as a warning of overfishing (Morgan 2008), thus

quantifying and understanding causes of variation in reproductive timing should be

a research priority.

In this study, we attempt to improve upon existing macroscopic maturity staging

for southern flounder (Paralicthys lethostigma), an economically valuable flatfish in

coastal waters of the U.S. South Atlantic and Gulf of Mexico. The latest assess-

ment of the population harvested in North Carolina waters concluded that the stock

was overfished (spawning stock biomass [SSB] below the threshold level; (Takade-

Heumacher and Batsavage 2009). Recent findings (Midway and Scharf 2012) also

indicate that the macroscopic maturity classification system used in the assessment

likely leads to overestimation of SSB and overly optimistic biological reference points.

Overfished status combined with lower SSB than previously thought highlights the

need for accurate maturity information so that future assessments and management

decisions for southern flounder can be conducted with confidence.

Misclassification of southern flounder maturity likely stems from two sources,

which together were suspected to be the cause of low agreement between macro-

scopic and histological maturity assignments for southern flounder in early stages of

reproductive development (Midway and Scharf 2012). The first source of misclas-

sification is the application of mostly descriptive macroscopic staging criteria that
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have not been thoroughly validated. Second, southern flounder have historically

been inaccessible during spawning, which is presumed to take place in deep offshore

waters, meaning that most fish are collected during the months immediately pre-

ceding spawning and thus, only possess early oocyte developmental stages. Given

the resources necessary to complete histological analyses, it is unlikely that they will

become routine for southern flounder or other similar species managed by state and

federal agencies. However, numerous additional biological variables (e.g., gonadoso-

matic indices, body mass, condition, age, date of capture) that can enhance maturity

predictions are less time and cost intensive, and are collected routinely. Therefore,

our specific objectives were: 1) to combine existing and novel macroscopic characters

with additional biological variables to develop and evaluate multivariable models for

maturity prediction; 2) to assess the potential for using whole mount methods to

generate maturity schedules; and 3) to use multivariable models to quantify historic

variability in size-based maturity of North Carolina southern flounder.

METHODS

Fish collection and measured variables

Southern flounder were collected during the fall (October–December) of 2009 and

2010. A complete description of collection methods and data retrieval is contained in

Midway and Scharf (2012). Briefly, fish were collected from both fishery-dependent

and -independent sources, kept on ice, and returned to the laboratory for processing.

Variables measured for all fish included TL (mm), weight (g), age (y), gonadosomatic

index (GSI = [gonad weight/(body weight gonad weight)] × 100), ordinal date of

capture, and assigned macroscopic maturity stage (stages are those used by North

Carolina Division of Marine Fisheries [NCDMF] and described in Table 1). Fish were

randomly selected for histological analysis within each year (2009 n = 199; 2010 n =
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225) after stratifying the data by collection month and region. For both years, fish

total lengths (TL) were approximately normal with the mean ± SD = 388.4 ± 52.5

mm and 385.5 ± 51.4 mm during 2009 and 2010, respectively. Southern flounder

display strong sexual dimorphism in size, and the fishery targets the larger females.

Consequently, nearly all fish we collected were females, which were the focus of our

analyses.

In addition to the variables measured for all fish, six additional variables were

measured for a subset of individuals. These included several macroscopic traits

related to gonad coloration, ovary dimensions, and the longitude of the capture lo-

cation. We hypothesized that quantifying color variation among ovaries would be

a useful predictor of maturity since most macroscopic staging guides include de-

scriptions of color, including guides for southern flounder (Wenner et al. 1990).

Additionally, recent work by Peer et al. (2012) used gonad color to successfully

discriminate several oocyte stages of striped bass (Morone saxatilis). During macro-

scopic staging, we took digital images of whole ovaries for a subset (n = 195) of fish.

Images were uniformly white balanced using Image Pro software (Media Cybernetics,

Bethesda, MD, USA) to standardize variation related to initial photographic condi-

tions. A representative sample of the ovary, approximately 10% of the area of one

lobe, was selected for estimation of mean color density and mean red density, both of

which are objective, digital measures of saturation. Due to observations of changing

ovary morphology during maturation—e.g., lobe thickening and elongation—we also

hypothesized that ratios of ovary size (length/width) might provide a quantitative

measure that would enhance maturity prediction. For one randomly-selected ovary

lobe, we measured the length, the width at the top (top width), and the width in

the middle (mid width; defined as the notch where the stout upper part of the gonad

meets the tapered lobe) (see Fig. 1). From these measurements, three ratios were

created, including girth (mid width/length), top thickness (mid width/top width)
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and elongation (length/top width), and included as maturity predictors for a subset

(n = 230) of fish. Lastly, longitude was hypothesized to be a possible predictor of

maturity since some of North Carolina’s larger bays (e.g., Albemarle and Pamlico

Sounds) extend across large eastwest distances (> 1◦ of longitude) from riverine nurs-

ery habitats to ocean inlets. Fish captured at eastern longitudes were closer to ocean

inlets, indicating a potential readiness to initiate an offshore spawning migration.

Thus, we speculated that these individuals might possess more advanced oocytes,

and we examined longitude as a maturity predictor for 73 individuals collected from

these Sounds.

Model construction and selection

We used logistic regression models to examine a total of eight macroscopic vari-

ables for their performance in predicting maturity of southern flounder. All of the

fish used in this analysis had been examined histologically and categorized as ma-

ture or immature based on the most advanced oocyte stages identified. We used the

presence of cortical alveolar oocytes (or more advanced oocyte stages) to define a ma-

ture fish, assuming that fish that had initiated oocyte development would complete

the process and spawn in the upcoming spawning season (Murua and Saborido-Rey

2003). These histological maturity assignments were taken to be the ‘true’ maturity

status, and model performance in determining maturity was judged relative to the

histological determination. Our first set of models tested six primary variables (as-

signed macroscopic stage, GSI, TL, weight, date of capture, and age) as well as the

interactions [GSI × date of capture] and [TL × date of capture] to determine which

combination of those variables produced the most accurate maturity assignment.

The choice of these two specific interactions was based on the likely time required to

complete both oocyte development and offshore migration, and thus the hypothesis

that a female individual would need to initiate oocyte development by a certain time
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of year in order to participate in the upcoming spawning season. Therefore, we sur-

mised that achieving some threshold of somatic growth (TL) or gonadal development

(GSI) by a specific time of year might represent a good predictor of maturity. We

created a set of 255 models that included all possible combinations of the predictor

variables. Multivariable logistic regression models with binomial error distribution

and logit link function were then fitted using the glm function in R version 2.15 (R

Development Core Team 2012).

Model performance was first assessed using Akaikes information criterion (AIC).

Model selection based on AIC is commonly applied in ecological studies in order to

compromise between goodness-of-fit and model complexity (Burnham and Anderson

2002; Symonds and Moussalli 2011). Model complexity refers to the number of

parameters, with an increased number of parameters often resulting in the model

closely fitting the training data; however, this complexity may or may not be useful

for predicting new observations. We used AICc—which converges on AIC with

increasing sample size—due to low sample size relative to the number of model

parameters (Burnham and Anderson 2002). In our analysis, all models with ∆AICc

≤2 were considered plausible and well supported by the data, although we also

considered models with ∆AICc values as high as 6 and used model probability

weights (wi) to quantify the probability that each model was in the set of best

models (Burnham et al. 2011).

A second framework for evaluating model performance included the use of cross

validation approaches, in which a subset of the data are left out of the model and

used instead for model testing (Shao 1993). The strength of cross validation is that

it allows for extra-sample inference (i.e., inference or prediction of unknown data—

an obvious primary goal of any maturity assignment model), while AICc rankings

are based solely on the specific data used to build the models. We first conducted

a 2-fold cross validation, in which models were built (i.e., trained) using data from
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a single year (2009 or 2010) and then tested on the other year. We also conducted

jackknife reclassification (i.e., leave-one-out cross validation), in which models were

built excluding one observation and the maturity status of that observation was

then predicted by the model. For each fish in the data set, the absolute value of the

difference between the predicted probability of maturity and actual maturity (either

0 or 1) was calculated. The model was deemed successful for a fish if this difference

was < 0.5. For example, if a fish were determined to be mature based on histology,

a model prediction of 80% maturity probability would be deemed a model success,

whereas a model prediction of 40% maturity probability would be deemed a model

failure. The overall performance of cross validation for each model was expressed as

the proportion of model successes, and was compared among candidate models.

Both AIC and cross-validation have their strengths. AICc is based on the likeli-

hood of the model given the entire dataset, and will tend to minimize residual error

in the model fit, whereas cross-validation is based purely on success in classifying the

outgroup data, which is often a goal in fisheries science. Because our modeling goal

was to maximize predictive power while minimizing variables, the use of two model

selection methods would provide optimal models based on each selection criteria,

and ultimately provide more model choices for managers. And, by understanding

the performance of each method with respect to their differences, we would be able

to assess a particular model’s utility based on the available data. We were concerned

that cross-validation success might be high due to the cutoff of 50%, whereas the

likelihood-based AIC approach would provide a better probabilistic fit. In order to

address this concern, we examined the distribution of prediction deviations for best

models from each selection process. These deviations are defined as the absolute

value of the difference between the model-predicted probability of maturity and the

histologically determined maturity for a given fish. Knowing that, given a fixed

number of parameters, the AICc criterion will minimize residual error, we were in-
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terested in exploring how models with relatively poor AICc rankings but high cross

validation success compared to the best AICc models.

Finally, in order to more closely examine the deviation patterns for some of the

successful models, we determined whether prediction failures consisted of many of the

same individuals that may have possessed specific sets of traits. We also examined

the distribution of failure types to determine if any bias existed, such as most failures

resulting from immature model predictions for mature fish, or vice versa. Lastly,

we quantified the similarity of specific failures between models. To do this, we

calculated multiple pairwise comparisons among the specific individuals comprising

the failures from a select group of models and used Sørensen’s similarity coefficient

to characterize specific failures that occurred in both models. Sørensen’s similarity

coefficient is an overlap index used to measure the similarity of two samples. Values

range from 0 and 1, where 0 indicates no overlap and 1 indicates complete overlap.

Hindcasting variation in maturity schedules

To evaluate retrospective model performance, we applied a well-performing (i.e.,

high jackknife reclassification success) model to an 18-year data set (1991–2008)

provided by the NCDMF to estimate historic interannual variability in southern

flounder maturity schedules. The data set consisted of fish collected as part of

fishery-dependent and -independent sampling programs, collectively known as Pro-

gram 930 (see Takade-Heumacher and Batsavage 2009 for additional programmatic

details). From the data set, we selected fish for analysis that were captured during

the same months (October–December) as those used to build our models. Based on

our model selection results, we identified a single model for use in hindcasting that

included TL, weight, and the [GSI × date of capture] interaction as variables. This

model demonstrated the highest jackknife reclassification success among models that

did not include any novel predictors and was also simple enough that each of the
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variables was measured for a sufficient number of fish during most of the years in

the NCDMF data set. Use of the most supported AICc models, which included 7+

variables, would have resulted in a large number of years in the historical data set

with insufficient data. The simpler three-variable logistic model was fitted to gener-

ate maturity ogives for all years with sufficient data. Estimates of L50 (the length

at which 50% of individuals were mature) were calculated by solving the equation

for the logistic model for particular values of the predictors:

p = 1
1+exp(−βX)

where p = probability of maturity, X is a k × 1 vector of predictors (including

length) and β is a 1×k vector of coefficients. Years with sufficient data were restricted

to those containing fish with enough contrast in TL to model a full maturity ogive

(having both a lower and upper asymptote); years generating only partial ogives

were omitted from the analysis. Retained years (n = 9) nearly always had sample

sizes > 100 fish (mean n = 134), whereas omitted years (n = 9) had considerably

fewer samples (mean n = 22). We also hindcast southern flounder maturity ogives

using only the traditional macroscopic stages that were reported in the data set for

the same subset of years, and compared results with our multivariable model.

Examination of ovary whole mounts

Preserved ovarian tissue that remained after removing sections for histological

analysis was used to examine the potential use of whole mounts to assign maturity

of southern flounder. Following Neidig et al. (2000), we used a scalpel (size 11) to

scrape a small amount of oocytes from an incision in one of the gonad lobes. Typi-

cally, samples had been in fixative for > 2 years, so the agitation method outlined by

Lowerre-Barbieri and Barbieri (1993) had limited success. In addition, the Lowerre-

Barbieri and Barbieri (1993) method was developed for separating large quantities
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of oocytes for fecundity estimation while whole mounting generally only requires a

small sample. Once the sample was obtained, it was placed on a 75mm × 25mm

glass microscope slide, a drop of water was added, a cover slip was placed on the

sample, and then viewed on a compound microscope typically between 100–200×

magnification. To identify repeatable features specific to oocyte stages, we initially

examined a training set of 10 whole mount samples (representing various oocyte

stages) while directly comparing them with histological preparations for the same

fish. We then staged 105 whole mount samples blindly using the oocyte descriptions

developed from examination of the training set.

RESULTS

Macroscopic model performance

Among the 255 logistic models that we tested, only three models achieved a

∆AICc ≤2 (including one model with a ∆AICc just slightly ≥2) (Table 2). To-

gether, these three models received a high level of support, with a combined relative

probability weight (wi) of 0.52 (Table 2). All three models included six or more

predictor variables, indicating that for maturity prediction, more complex models

received greater AICc support than simple models.

When cross validation results were compared to AICc rankings, correlation was

evident between model predictive performance and AICc support (Spearman’s ρ =

−0.677; Fig 2). During jackknife reclassification, many of the models that we tested

achieved equally high predictive success (Fig. 3). Specifically, 208 models (or 82% of

all models tested) successfully predicted maturity for >80% of the fish, and 117 mod-

els (46% of all models tested) successfully predicted maturity for >85% of the fish.

Additionally, when models were grouped by complexity (i.e., the number of predic-

tor variables), at least one model within each group had a jackknife reclassification
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success rate as high as 84%, including success rates of 85% and 86% for the least

complex models that included only one or two predictor variables (Table 3). For the

2-fold cross validation results, average success rates were very similar for both years:

mean ± SD = 81.4 ± 0.05% and 81.6 ± 0.04% for models trained on 2009 and 2010

data, respectively. Interestingly, the model receiving the most AICc support (model

1234578) and the model with the best jackknife reclassification performance (model

348 was the simplest model to achieve 87% prediction success) differed markedly in

the number of predictor variables they included (Table 4), although model 1234578

was also well-supported in cross-validation (84%).

When we explored patterns in the deviation of model predictions from histological

maturity assignments, the models with relatively poor AICc rankings but high cross

validation success had a similar distribution of deviations as did the most supported

AICc models (Fig. 4). There was only a slight increase in median deviation, from

0.11 for the most supported AICc models to 0.15 for the models with relatively poor

AICc rankings but high cross validation success. Model failures occurred consistently

for individuals with intermediate GSI values (mean GSI ± SD = 0.51, 0.52, 0.52,

and 0.53 ± 0.28 for misspecified individuals by the four models included in Fig. 3),

an indication that GSI contrast was a strong predictor of maturity. Indeed, the

GSI-only model did achieve high cross validation success. Additionally, the failures

by the models presented in Fig. 3 were mostly in the same direction; the models

incorrectly predicted mature fish to be immature in 65–75% of the cases of failed

predictions, depending on the model. Pairwise comparisons of failed predictions for

the four models yielded Sørensen’s coefficients between 0.75–0.89, indicating a high

degree of similarity (i.e., non-random) in the individual fish that each model failed

to predict correctly (Table 5).

For a subset of fish, we also investigated the performance of novel predictors—

gonad size, gonad color, and capture location. For the top ten AICc-ranked models,
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all novel predictors with the exception of longitude improved mean classification suc-

cess by at least 5%. When added to each of the best jackknife reclassification models

for a given number of predictor variables, the novel predictors resulted in more mod-

est improvement (about 3%) in classification success, again with the exception of

longitude. Similar novel predictors produced comparable model improvements; e.g.,

both measures of gonad color performed similarly, as did the three measures of go-

nad morphology. Ultimately, the result was several good models (regardless of the

ranking criteria) that included one of the novel predictors, which were able to predict

maturity correctly > 90% of the time.

Hindcasting variation in maturity schedules

The simplest model that achieved the best jackknife reclassification success was

selected for use in hindcasting southern flounder maturity schedules. Two models

achieved > 87% classification success (see Table 3 for reclassification performance

not including novel predictors) and the simpler model (model 348: maturity =

β0 + β1TL +β2weight +β3[GSI × ordinal date]) was selected because the reduced

number of predictor variables allowed more years from the historical dataset to be

included. In addition, the simpler model outperformed the more complex model

during 2-fold (annual) cross validation (see Table 3). Sufficient data to calculate a

maturity ogive were available from nine years: 1997, 1998, 2000, 2001, and 20042008,

producing a mean L50 = 411mm TL with a range of 49mm (L50 = 384–433mm TL;

Fig. 5). In cases when L50 estimates were calculated for consecutive years, the

mean difference between any two adjacent years was 14mm (range 2–33mm). When

maturity ogives were reconstructed using only traditional macroscopic stages, the

range of L50 estimates was twice as large (98mm) and all were predicted to be

< 378mm TL, outside of the entire range of L50 estimates generated by our best

jackknife reclassification model.
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Whole mount potential

Based on recorded observations made when viewing a training set of ten whole

mount samples paired with histological stages, we were able to generate whole mount

descriptions for the three oocyte stages that we encountered (Table 6; Fig. 6). For

105 independently assessed ovarian tissue samples, agreement between histological

assignments and whole mounts was high. Based on standard histological preparation

and analysis, the sample included 55 individuals possessing only primary growth

oocytes, 32 fish with cortical alveolar oocytes, and 18 with vitellogenic oocytes.

Comparatively, whole mount staging identified 51 fish with primary growth oocytes,

37 with cortical alveolar oocytes, and 17 possessing vitellogenic oocytes. Although

stage-specific agreement was high, correspondence between the methods improved

further when fish were simply classified as mature or immature, which is the primary

level of classification required to construct maturity schedules. Using whole mounts,

we were able to correctly stage 93% of immature and 100% of mature southern

flounder. Although some cortical alveolar and vitellogenic oocytes were confused,

the presence of either stage was still considered to indicate a mature fish. Only four

individuals were incorrectly assigned mature or immature status by the whole mount

approach and each instance involved a fish possessing only primary growth oocytes

(immature) based on histology which was incorrectly staged as having cortical alve-

olar oocytes (mature) using whole mounts.

DISCUSSION

Predicting maturity

We developed and tested a set of multivariable models to predict maturity in

which nearly all of the variables represent routinely collected fishery biological data,

requiring little to no additional processing for use in maturity analyses. A major
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benefit of the modeling approach we used is that it can be done at very low cost

since most of the input data was already available and the models were constructed

and cross-validated using free software (R Development Core Team 2012). Although

we did complete histological assessment for each fish to test our models, the costs

associated with histology may only be necessary during model development and for

modest subsets of fish thereafter. Higher error rates may occur for fishes during the

early stages of spawning preparation, as we observed for developing southern floun-

der, potentially requiring histological analysis for individuals within these stages.

However, in many cases this may only represent a small number of fish, which would

maintain histology costs at a nominal level. The use of predictive modeling for fish

maturity assignment has been limited historically; however, our findings, along with

other recent examples (Vitale et al. 2006; Schill et al. 2010; Peer et al. 2012),

imply that reliable estimates of maturity can be generated using mostly data that

is already being collected. We contend that multivariable predictive modeling of

fish maturity holds great promise as an improvement over traditional macroscopic

assessment, and its application should be explored for other managed species.

Although clear and strong correlation can be interpreted from these results and

does suggest a level of similarity broadly between the model selection methods, the

correlation weakens when poor models are discarded. That is, considering only mod-

els with AIC < 350 and reclassification success >83% still leaves a large amount of

models to select from, with much less correlation between the model selection meth-

ods. We found that a large number of models achieved high classification success

rates, with 117 of the models tested being able to successfully predict maturity for

>85% of fish in our dataset. A model that included only the assigned macroscopic

stage as a predictor variable did achieve a 79% success rate, but this should be in-

terpreted cautiously. Certain macroscopic stages had high error rates (up to 39%),

meaning that the predictive ability of any model based only on assigned macroscopic
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stages will be a function of the distribution of macroscopic stages within the modeled

dataset. Models built using datasets consisting of mostly fish in early gonadal devel-

opment stages, which tend to be the most error prone, will generally achieve poorer

success rates when the assigned macroscopic stage is the sole predictor variable.

While most of the best models included multiple predictor variables, a model in-

cluding only one variable—GSI—was able to correctly assign maturity status nearly

85% of the time. GSI was included in all of the best AICc and cross-validation

models, demonstrating that sufficient contrast in GSI within the dataset can help to

generate accurate maturity predictions. In our models, errors associated with this

trait occurred mostly for mature fish having intermediate values of GSI which were

classified incorrectly as immature, and similarity indices revealed that model failures

occurred mainly for the same individuals (75–89% of failures in common) across dif-

ferent model configurations. The fact that these failures occurred in several models

that included multiple predictor variables beside GSI indicates that early developing

gonadal stages will likely still require supplemental histological analysis, depending

on species.

Historically, GSI has mainly been used to document reproductive seasonality

rather than to assign maturity, however recent investigations have begun to highlight

its potential to contribute to maturity schedules. Tomkiewicz et al. (2003) showed

that GSI aligned well with revised oocyte stages in the Baltic stock of Atlantic cod

(Gadus morhua), while Vitale et al. (2006) were able to use GSI as a main predictor

variable in a regression tree model that predicted Kattegat cod maturity with high

rates of success. Likewise, McPherson et al. (2011) concluded that GSI could

be used to fine tune macroscopic maturity assignments for Atlantic herring (Clupea

harengus) after detecting underestimation of SSB by as much as 27% when maturity

was assigned using macroscopic traits alone. The southern flounder included in

our dataset were captured prior to offshore emigration and thus, generally did not
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exhibit large values of GSI. However, we found that sufficient contrast existed in

GSI between immature and mature individuals to enhance our predictive ability,

which is consistent with the recent findings implicating GSI as a valuable and easily

obtained predictor of fish maturity.

The novel predictor variables that we generated enabled our best models to

achieve > 90% prediction success rates. We found that gonad color, a traditional

trait used for macroscopic staging, and gonad dimension could each be quantified in

simple ways to improve maturity assignments. Peer et al. (2012) recently demon-

strated success when linking ovary color to oocyte stages for striped bass, and con-

cluded that quantification of ovary color could likely be used to aid maturity as-

signments for many species. The growing availability of low cost digital imaging

capabilities has led to increased use in fisheries (Cadrin and Friedland 1999), and

should enable more widespread application of these techniques. For southern floun-

der, both the ovary color analysis and the measurement of gonad dimensions involved

one additional step when processing each fish that required minimal time and little

to no cost. Additional variables such as these could be obtained more routinely as

a way to increase accuracy of fish maturity assignments.

Despite their lack of widespread use in assessing maturity, we found that sim-

ple whole mounting of gonadal tissue was very successful when applied to southern

flounder, with close to 95% agreement with histological assignments. Our findings

were aligned with those from previous studies that also demonstrated high levels

of agreement between whole mount techniques and histology (Forberg 1983; West

1990). The main limitation we encountered when using whole mount methods re-

garded the identification of transitional oocyte stages (this was also noted by West

1990), particularly oocytes making the transition from primary growth to the cor-

tical alveolar stage. It should be noted, however, that accurate identification of

early oocyte transitions such as this one can be problematic even when examining
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histological preparations, and that perhaps no method can expected to be 100%

accurate. During the transition to secondary growth, small features can often be

detected within the oocytes, but they have yet to develop the proteins that would be

cross-linked by a formalin preservative (Kiernan 2000) to give whole mount oocytes

the opaqueness that is used to characterize them as developing or secondary growth.

Despite this, we found that many early cortical alveolar stage oocytes were identi-

fiable in whole mount preparations for southern flounder, so limitations associated

with transitional stages may not represent a major impediment for this species. Fur-

thermore, whole mount methods could be used in tandem with predictive models

to improve overall classification success. For instance, fish having intermediate GSI

values, which were the most frequently misclassified by the models, could be identi-

fied during the modeling process and subject to whole mount methods. The use of

whole mount techniques, combined with predictive modeling, may represent an effi-

cient approach for improved maturity assessment and reduce the need for histology.

Model Selection

One issue we needed to consider was the criteria used to define an optimal model

for our purposes (Burnham et al. 2011). Model selection using an information-

theoretic approach, like AIC, ranks models mainly on their goodness-of-fit to the

data based on likelihood methods (Burnham and Anderson 2002). Cross validation,

on the other hand, ranks models solely on their performance in correctly classifying

an observation (Shao 1993) without further evaluation of the pattern of deviations or

model error. In our study, model performance benefitted from the relatively coarse

(binomial) classification of ‘maturity’, which assigned individual fish only one of two

outcomes, and also from the fact that we used a simple rule to define a successful

prediction for each fish. Namely, a model success was defined as a probability of

maturity > 50% or < 50% for a mature or immature fish (maturity status confirmed
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with histology), respectively. Despite being scored as a successful prediction, indi-

vidual fish could generate model probabilities that deviated considerably from either

1 or 0 (e.g., 52% probability of maturity for a mature individual or 48% probability

of maturity for an immature fish, both still defined as model successes). Several

fish with large deviations despite successful maturity classifications would represent

a high level of model uncertainty and might be cause for concern in future model

applications. However, we found relatively small median deviations (15% or less) for

models that achieved high cross validation success, even those receiving poor AICc

support, which demonstrated the robustness of the high performing models that we

tested.

A second difference between AIC and cross validation approaches is that AIC

ranks models on their ability to describe patterns based on a specific, single dataset

(Burnham and Anderson 2002). Therefore, the application of models receiving high

AIC support to new datasets must be done carefully, and generally only when the

new dataset has characteristics similar to the one used to construct the original

model. Cross validation, on the other hand, ranks models based on individual

model performance at predicting extra-sample dataultimately the goal of many fish-

eries management models. So long as any concerns regarding the magnitude of the

residuals in cross validation models can be evaluated through graphical or statistical

analyses, models that achieve high cross-validation success can generally be applied

to new datasets with greater confidence.

Retrospective analysis

Many explanations have been sought as to why species exhibit changes in size-

at-maturity (Stearns and Koella 1986). Such changes are well documented among

fishes (e.g., Rijnsdorp 1993; Morgan and Colbourne 1999; Walsh and Morgan 1999;

Wang et al. 2008) and have often been attributed to density-dependent changes
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in growth rates resulting from exploitation. Additionally, variability in life history

traits can be caused by environmental variation, such as fluctuating prey availability

or water temperature, as well as genetic effects; however, it is often difficult to

distinguish the relative importance of multiple factors (Rose et al. 2001; Marshall

and Browman 2007). Even with stable population abundance, shifts in demography

can lead to detectable variation in fish maturity schedules (Wright and Trippel 2009).

Regardless of the cause of varying maturity schedules, their impact on population

assessment can be considerable and should not be ignored.

The model that we used to hindcast southern flounder maturity schedules did

not include macroscopic stage as a predictor variable, meaning it was free from any

maturity assignment errors that may have occurred when the fish were originally

examined. The mean L50 estimate for the nine years analyzed from the historical

dataset (411 mm TL) was nearly identical to the most recent estimate of L50 (408

mm TL) generated from a comprehensive histological analysis of data collected dur-

ing 2009 and 2010 (Midway and Scharf 2012). The close agreement between the

historical and contemporary estimates of the average size at maturity provides some

measure of confidence in the model and its ability to quantify temporal variability

in southern flounder maturity schedules. We detected a range in L50 estimates of

49mm among nine years, with adjacent years generally closer in their estimates.

Interannual variation in L50 by as much as 1–2 inches can impact yearly estimates

of SSB and thus, target harvest rates for fisheries whose management includes min-

imum size limits, such as the southern flounder fishery in NC. Our retrospective

examination of southern flounder maturity schedules also illustrated the bias of tra-

ditional macroscopic maturity assignment toward classifying smaller fish as mature.

When compared to the hindcast model (model 348), a model using only the assigned

macroscopic stage as a predictor variable produced much lower L50 estimates (all

nine years < 378 TL) and a range that was nearly twice as broad by comparison,
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an indication of the likely sensitivity of the model to the distribution of macroscopic

stages within each annual data set.

Conclusions

There has been increased recognition of the importance of reproductive informa-

tion for fishery population assessment (Kjesbu 2009; Lowerre-Barbieri et al. 2011a).

New information is challenging long-held assumptions, such as relatively constant

maturity schedules (Rochet 2009). Integrating more and better reproductive infor-

mation into stock assessments is becoming a goal of many management agencies,

yet time and expense often preclude the customary use of methods such as histol-

ogy. Multivariable predictive models that take advantage of traditionally collected

biological information may provide fishery managers with a tool to generate more

accurate maturity assignments with minimal investment. Additionally, oocyte whole

mounting may prove to be a fast, inexpensive, and reliable method to validate the

maturity predictions from models and may reduce the need for investing in histolog-

ical analyses (West 1990; Neidig et al. 2000; Lowerre-Barbieri et al. 2011a). Lastly,

predictive models that perform well during cross-validation can be a promising ap-

proach to conduct retrospective analysis of variability in maturity timing, which can

enable contemporary fluctuations to be interpreted within a broad context.
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Table 2.1: Stages used to assess maturity in North Carolina southern flounder. Each stage
and the description of its macroscopic features follow guides used by the North Carolina
Division of Marine Fisheries. The most advanced oocyte stages are based upon histological
examination of female gonadal sections and follow Brown-Peterson et al. (2011). CA =
cortical alveolar; OM = oocyte maturation; PG = primary growth; POF = postovulatory
follicle complex; Vtg1 = primary vitellogenesis; Vtg2 = secondary vitellogenesis; Vtg3 =
tertiary vitellogenesis.

Macroscopic
stage

Macroscopic features Histologically most ad-
vanced stage oocyte

Immature Ovaries small and thin—no oocytes vis-
ible

PG

Developing Ovaries rotund, yellowish-orange and
turgid

CA, Vtg1, Vtg2

Fully-
developed

Same as developing, but with oocytes
visible

Vtg3

Ripe (run-
ning)

Ovaries large and soft with many large,
free-flowing (with slight pressure) hy-
drated oocytes

Vtg3, OM, POF

Spent Ovaries small and bloodshot; few hy-
drated oocytes, if any

POF, few Vtg

Resting Ovaries small, flaccid, translucent with
no visible oocytes

PG
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Table 2.2: The ten most supported models according to AICc ranking and their associated
cross validation performance. Model numbers indicate the predictors included in each
model: 1 = macroscopic stage; 2 = GSI; 3 = TL (mm); 4 = weight (g); 5 = ordinal date
of capture; 6 = age; 7 = [TL × ordinal date of capture]; 8 = [GSI × ordinal date of
capture]. K = the total number of terms included in the model, which equals the number
of predictors plus the intercept. ∆AICc is the difference between each model and the
best performing model, and wi is the model probability weight. Subscripts on the 2-way
columns indicate which years data was used to build the model (i.e., performance was
assessed on the opposite year), and the Jackknife column represents the reclassification
success of the full data set when evaluated with leave-one-out cross validation.

Model K AICc ∆AICc wi 2-way2009 2-way2010 Jackknife
1234578 8 310.66 0.00 0.29 84.00% 81.91% 84.20%
234578 7 312.43 1.77 0.12 85.33% 82.91% 85.61%

12345678 9 312.69 2.03 0.11 84.44% 80.90% 83.96%
123457 7 313.04 2.38 0.09 83.56% 80.90% 84.43%
2345678 8 314.47 3.81 0.04 84.89% 81.41% 85.38%
23457 6 314.68 4.02 0.04 84.00% 80.90% 87.03%

1234567 8 315.11 4.45 0.03 83.11% 80.90% 84.20%
134578 7 315.13 4.47 0.03 84.00% 79.90% 85.38%
123478 7 315.90 5.24 0.02 84.44% 84.42% 84.43%
1234 5 316.55 5.89 0.02 83.56% 82.91% 85.14%
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Table 2.3: Jackknife reclassification rankings for the best performing model at each level
of model complexity. Each model below achieved the highest cross validation success
among all models that included a specified number (1–8) of predictor variables. Column
headings follow those in Table 2.

Model K AICc ∆AICc wi 2-way2009 2-way2010 Jackknife
2 2 333.5 22.9 0.00 83.11% 87.44% 84.67%
23 3 329.9 19.2 0.00 84.00% 87.44% 86.08%
348 4 319.3 8.6 0.00 84.89% 88.44% 87.03%
3468 5 321.3 10.7 0.00 84.89% 85.93% 86.79%
23457 6 314.7 4.0 0.04 84.00% 80.90% 87.03%
234567 7 316.7 6.1 0.01 84.00% 81.41% 86.56%
1345678 8 317.2 6.5 0.01 83.56% 79.90% 85.14%
12345678 9 312.7 2.0 0.11 84.44% 80.90% 83.96%
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Table 2.4: Logistic regression coefficients, standard errors (SE), and P -values for each
term in the model with the best jackknife reclassification (model 348) and the model
receiving the most AICc support (model 1234578).

Model Variable Coefficient SE p

348

Intercept 3.0063 3.1987 0.347
TL (mm) -0.0325 0.0117 0.005
weight (g) 0.0074 0.0019 <0.001

GSI × ordinal date 0.0223 0.0032 <0.001

1234578

Intercept 49.5612 17.4277 0.004
macroscopic stage 0.6358 0.3200 0.047

GSI 35.8093 13.3284 0.007
TL (mm) -0.1914 0.0501 <0.001
weight (g) 0.0059 0.0019 0.002

ordinal date -0.1547 0.0561 0.006
TL (mm) × ordinal date 0.0005 0.0002 <0.001

GSI × ordinal date -0.0914 0.0403 0.023
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Table 2.5: Sørensens similarity coefficients based on pairwise comparisons of failed pre-
dictions by the four models presented in Fig. 3. Coefficients are expressed as a percentage
and represent the proportion of failures common to both models (i.e., failed maturity
predictions for the same individuals in each model).

Model 1234578 234578 23
1234578 — — —
234578 88.7% — —

23 75.8% 80.0% —
2 78.5% 77.4% 87.1%
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Table 2.6: Descriptions of primary growth, cortical alveolar, and vitellogenic oocyte
stages when viewed using whole mount methods.

Stage Description
primary growth oocytes clear; nucleus visible; few/none clear Balbiani bod-

ies randomly distributed; oocyte packed densely and very
cohesive

cortical alveolar increase in size over primary growth; small cortical alveoli
collect as dark clusters around nucleus; zona radiata in more
developed samples, but not recommended for positive iden-
tification

vitellogenic oil droplets larger than cortical alveoli packed throughout
oocyte (to edge); well-definated zona radiata; considerably
larger than other stages; generally dense and dark appear-
ance; to the naked eye or with a dissecting microscope
oocytes appear yellow and singular (not cohesive as in earlier
stages)
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Figure 2.1: Initial measurements used in ovary morphology descriptors: girth =
mid/length; top thickness = mid/top; elongation = length/top.
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Figure 2.2: Scatterplot of all model AICc values and Jackknife reclassification success
rates. Model ranking methods were well correlated (Spearman’s ρ = -0.677); however, the
correlation was less strong when considering only the best models for each criteria (the
top left corner of the plot).
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Figure 2.3: Leave-one-out cross validation results for models constructed using data
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well (≥ 84% classification success).
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Figure 2.4: Histograms of individual deviations (absolute value of the difference between
model probabilities of maturity and histologically determined maturity) for four models.
The top two panels include results for the most supported (model 1234578) and second
most supported (model 234578) models based on AICc rankings. The bottom two panels
include results for models receiving poor AICc support, but achieving high cross validation
success (model 23 on left and model 2 on right).
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Figure 2.5: Estimated maturity ogives for nine years (1997, 1998, 2000, 2001, and 2004–
2008) using model hindcasting. Model 348, which included TL, Wgt, and the GSI ×
ordinal date interaction, was used for hindcasting. Red dashed lines indicate the minimum
(384mm) and maximum (433mm) annual L50 predictions.
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Figure 2.6: Examples of whole mount (a) and histological (b) images taken from three
southern flounder. Shared numbers indicate the same individual fish. 1a and 1b are each
examples of primary growth stage oocytes; 2a and 2b are each examples of cortical alveolus
stage oocytes; 3a and 3b are each examples of vitellogenic stage oocytes.
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3 Southern flounder Paralichthys lethostigma stock structure inferred from otolith

shape analysis
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Abstract

Understanding variation in otolith morphometrics can ultimately lead to

an improved description of stock structuring for marine fish species, as it has

been shown in a number of recent studies. In this investigation, we examine

the shape of southern flounder Paralichthys lethostigma otoliths in order to

better understand basin, state, and local-level structure. Southern flounder

were collected from state waters in the Gulf of Mexico (Texas and Florida)

and U.S. South Atlantic (North Carolina, South Carolina, and Florida). In

order to reduce sources of variability, we considered only age-1 female fish.

From digitized otoliths, we extracted descriptions for common shape indices,

as well as elliptical Fourier coefficients, and found strong evidence for differ-

ences between the two basins, but weak evidence for structure at the state

and local scales. Our findings are supported by both the break in the species

allopatric distribution around the southern portion of Florida, as well as by

recent studies reporting on genetic structuring. Currently, state-level manage-

ment of southern flounder in the Atlantic does not account for any basin-wide

mixing, although our conclusions suggest this may be taking place. Ulti-

mately, inferences on stock structure are best made using multiple methods

(e.g., genetics, life history, morphometrics); however, this investigation is part

of a growing number of studies that suggest less spatial structure of Atlantic

Ocean southern flounder than is currently considered in management.
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INTRODUCTION

While many marine populations were once considered to be panmictic based on

large geographical ranges and larval dispersal over long distances, improved stock

identification methods (e.g., mtDNA, parasite community, and shape analyses) are

calling into question some initial assumptions of population homogeneity (Cadrin

et al. 2005). For example, although only very small amounts of gene flow may be

required to homogenize considerable genetic variation without selection (Palumbi

2003), evidence is accumulating from multiple species to support the existence of

fine-scale geographic structure in several adaptive traits (Conover et al. 2006). Re-

gardless of genetic similarities and differences, fish stocks possessing variable traits

which can impact their response to harvest still require clear delineation in order

to achieve management objectives related to yield maximization and biomass con-

servation (Ricker 1958; Begg et al. 1999; Conover et al. 2006). Spatial structure

of fish stocks and the allocation of fishing effort should thus be considerations in

the management of any species (Stephenson 1999; Ying et al. 2011), since ignoring

population structure can lead to negative outcomes, such as loss of genetic diversity

and reduction in the yield-generating potential of the stock (Pawson and Jennings

1996; Bailey 1997; Booke 1999). Within fisheries science, stock definitions vary,

but largely are focused on consistency of unique traits—the characteristics that dis-

tinguish a stock should remain constant through time and be unique to that stock

(Ihssen et al. 1981; Booke 1999) for both conservation and harvest purposes (Cadrin

2000).

Phenotypic stock identification methods have expanded greatly from abundance

and meristic approaches, to now include the use of both natural and artificial tags,

examination of life history traits, population genetics, and morphometric outlines

(reviewed in Cadrin et al. 2005). Recently, the study of closed form structures,
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such as otoliths and scales, has increased with the advent of computers that are

able to rapidly analyze large amounts of data. Otoliths are routinely collected for

aging purposes, making large sample sizes available for shape analyses. Additionally,

numerous examples exist of successful discrimination of fish stocks based on otolith

morphometrics and shape descriptors. Campana and Casselman (1993) were among

the first to use otolith shape as an indicator of stock variation. They conducted an

exhaustive study of all three otolith pairs in which they found evidence of structuring

among spawning groups of cod Gadus morhua, in addition to differences in otolith

shape among age groups, sexes, and year classes. Begg and Brown (2000) used

otolith shape to successfully challenge the assumption of a single stock of Georges

Bank haddock Melanogrammus aeglefinus, and DeVries et al. (2002) clarified previ-

ous tag and genetic data when they used otoliths to successfully distinguished Gulf of

Mexico from Atlantic stocks of king mackerel Scomberomorus cavalla sampled during

winter mixing off southern Florida. More recently, dolphinfish Coryphaena hippurus

(Duarte-Neto et al. 2008), Atlantic saury Scomberesox saurus saurus (Agüera and

Brophy 2011), and anglerfish Lophius piscatorius (Cañas et al. 2012) have all un-

dergone otolith shape analysis to help clarify questions about geographic population

structure.

Southern flounder Paralichthys lethostigma occur in the northwest Atlantic Ocean

and Gulf of Mexico from North Carolina to Texas; however, they do not occur around

the southern tip of the Florida peninsula (Gilbert 1986). Fish occurring in the At-

lantic and Gulf of Mexico basins are now considered separate genetic stocks (An-

derson et al. 2012) and management throughout the range occurs at the U.S. state

level, despite high likelihood of mixing during adult offshore spawning migrations

and the further possibility of year-round offshore residents (Watterson and Alexan-

der 2004; Taylor et al. 2008). Southern flounder support important commercial

and recreational fisheries throughout their range, with females contributing most to
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the landings due to their attaining larger sizes than males. From 1990–2010, over

30,000 metric tons were landed commercially, with the vast majority (∼98%) of these

landings taking place in North Carolina. Over the same period, recreational land-

ings were about 50% lower in magnitude and were more evenly distributed among

states between the Gulf of Mexico and South Atlantic basins (Personal communica-

tion from the National Marine Fisheries Service, Fisheries Statistics Division, Silver

Spring, MD).

Because no directed fishery exists for offshore individuals and southern flounder

are captured primarily in estuarine waters, state management agencies assume unit

stocks—geographical separation of stocks based on state boundaries. However, pop-

ulation structure (not coinciding with state boundaries) has been demonstrated in

other Northwest Atlantic flounders that share similar-sized geographic ranges and

life history characteristics, including the southern flounder congener summer floun-

der P. dentatus (Burke et al. 2000), winter flounder Pseudopleuronectes americanus

(DeCelles and Cadrin 2011), and yellowtail flounder Limanda ferruginea (Cadrin

2010). Additionally, Bailey (1997) has reported population structure in other (non-

Atlantic basin) flatfish. Recent work by Anderson et al. (2012) using mitochondrial

and microsatellite DNAs has established two genetic stocks of southern flounder at

the oceanic basin level (Atlantic stock and Gulf of Mexico stock), yet they found

little evidence of genetic structuring within the basins. Despite a lack of within-

basin genetic structure based upon analysis of neutral markers, flounder residency

within specific estuaries for the first few years of life may create regional pheno-

typic differences that reflect local adaptation. For example, estimates of the von

Bertalanffy growth coefficient (K) for female southern flounder vary considerably

among states. In Texas, Stunz et al. (2000) estimated K = 0.75 while Fischer and

Thompson (2004) estimated K = 0.51 for Louisiana fish. In the Atlantic basin,

growth coefficients have been estimated to be lower: K = 0.23 for South Carolina
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fish (Wenner et al. 1990) and K = 0.28 for North Carolina fish (Takade-Heumacher

and Batsavage 2009). Mean sizes at age also varied among these studies—observed

size at age-1 were 288mm in South Carolina and 396mm in Louisiana (based on

the same studies that reported the growth coefficients). Although sampling design

and/or specific year class effects may account for some of the observed differences,

consistently unique conditions may exist among geographic locales that affect vital

rates, such as growth, to a degree sufficient for demographically distinct stocks to

evolve.

Emergent patterns from southern flounder tagging studies also provide evidence

supporting the possibility of phenotypically distinct stocks. While major questions

still exist about southern flounder movement, several tagging studies initiated in

North Carolina waters have converged on the same two general conclusions. First,

the majority of tagged southern flounder were recaptured very close to the tag site

(although this could be more of a reflection of sampling effort than actual movement

and distribution). Second, those that were captured away (> 20km) from the tag

site were collected in locations exclusively south of the release location (Monaghan

1992; Craig and Rice 2008; Smith et al. 2009). These studies suggest that at least

among younger (i.e., exploited) age classes, southern flounder have restricted home

ranges and may be geographically isolated from other stocks, and that site fidelity to

certain locations and subsequent environmental conditions could contribute to phe-

notypic differences. Additionally, the documented southern migration may occur

over considerable distance (individuals tagged in North Carolina have been recap-

tured in Florida), and could suffice to genetically homogenize basin populations or

promote stock differentiation.

Genetic differentiation of southern flounder at the basin level has been previously

established (Anderson et al. 2012), and the objective of this study was to examine

otolith shape variation throughout the species range in the U.S. South Atlantic
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in order to identify possible phenotypic stocks at the within-basin scale. Three

levels of spatial scale were examined for possible population structure—between-

basin (Gulf of Mexico vs. South Atlantic), within-basin (among sites along the U.S.

South Atlantic coast), and within-state (among sites within North Carolina). Any

descriptions of geographic stocks (or lack thereof) will be useful both in current

management and for the design of future studies to examine differences in stock

production and plan for potential regional management of southern flounder.

METHODS

Data collection

Southern flounder were collected from the state waters (3 nautical miles from the

coast) of North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, and Florida (Figure 1) along the

U.S. South Atlantic coast. Additionally, an out-group from the Gulf of Mexico (both

Florida and Texas sites) was included to enable between basin comparisons. Given

the previously documented genetic differences (Anderson et al. 2012), we expected to

also detect sufficient contrast in otolith shape between the basins that would aid our

interpretation of variation at finer spatial scales. We explored three levels of spatial

resolution for possible stock differentiation. The between-basin scale was explored to

compare otolith shape differences with established genetic differences. Within each

basin, we examined variation among states, since state boundaries delineate current

‘stocks’ for management of southern flounder. We examined variation between two

states within the Gulf of Mexico and three states in the U.S. South Atlantic. Finally,

we investigated the possible existence of shape differences at a local spatial scale by

examining fish from three distinct regions within North Carolina (Figure 2).

Fish were collected in North Carolina during the fall of 2009 and 2010 as part

of the North Carolina Division of Marine Fisheries (NCDMF) fishery-independent
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gillnet sampling program. Additional samples were purchased from licensed seafood

dealers and were also obtained through participation in directed commercial trips.

Samples from South Carolina, Georgia, and Florida were collected during the fall

of 2010 and 2011 as part of existing fishery-independent sampling programs in each

state. Additional samples were obtained from Florida during the fall of 2012 through

purchases from licensed seafood dealers and participation in directed commercial

trips. Gulf of Mexico southern flounder were collected in the fall of 1996 from inshore

and offshore locations in the vicinity of Panama City, Florida as part of sampling

conducted by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA). Ad-

ditional Gulf of Mexico samples were collected in Corpus Christi and Aransas Bays,

Texas during 2009 and 2011 as part of a separate research program. Because age and

growth can have a considerable influence on otolith shape (Campana and Cassel-

man 1993), the analysis in this study focused on fish captured only during October,

November, and December in order to reduce variability associated with fractional

ages (although additional mathematical size corrections are detailed below). Fur-

thermore, assuming a January 1 birthday for all fish, fall sampling meant that fish

had completed the majority of their growing for the most recent year, and thus

the translucent zone closest to the otolith edge was approaching maximum width

to enable improved annuli identification for aging purposes. Lastly, since the vast

majority of individuals collected were age-1 females, our analysis of otolith shape

focused on this sex-age group.

Otolith preparation and image analysis

Otoliths were extracted at the time of collection when additional data were also

collected (e.g., TL [total length] in mm, mass in g, sex). Upon excision, otoliths were

cleaned with isopropyl alcohol to remove any loose tissue, then dried and stored in

paper envelopes. All Atlantic-basin otoliths were aged whole using NCDMF ag-
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ing protocol (originally described in Wenner et al. 1990). Gulf of Mexico otoliths

were aged prior to their use in this study and those ages were provided for use in

this study (FL–Gary Fitzhugh, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration,

personal communication; TX–Megan Nims, University of Texas, personal commu-

nication). Only right otoliths were made available to us for all agency-collected

southern flounder (the left otolith was archived for aging databases), therefore all

analyses were carried out on right otoliths. In any regard, only limited evidence of

differences between left and right otoliths has emerged from shape analyses for other

species (reviewed in Cadrin and Friedland 2005). Otoliths were first scanned on an

Epson Perfection V500 photo scanner at high resolution (1200 dots per inch). Use

of a flatbed scanner permitted us to scan relatively large batches of samples simul-

taneously without bending error that is a concern in optical microscopy. Although

southern flounder otoliths are relatively flat, all otoliths were scanned sulcus-side

down in a uniform orientation.

Otolith shapes were described using 1) elliptical Fourier analysis (EFA), and 2)

calculation of univariate shape indices. Compared to other types of Fourier trans-

forms (e.g., fast Fourier transform), EFA is considered to provide the most consistent

results for this type of application (Mérigot et al. 2007). The EFA method decom-

poses the closed-form contour into separate x and y coordinates (Kuhl and Giardina

1982). Generally, a pre-determined number of harmonics is defined for analysis, and

each harmonic involves two parametric functions that describe four coefficients (i.e.,

amplitudes), an, bn, cn, dn for the nth harmonic.

In this study, elliptical Fourier coefficients (EFC) were calculated using the pro-

gram SHAPE (Iwata and Ukai 2002). SHAPE extracts the chain-coded contour of

each otolith (Freeman 1974), and then normalizes (i.e., removes any size effects) the

chain code data based on the first three coefficients of the first harmonics. As a

result of this normalizing, the first three coefficients of the first harmonic are ulti-
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mately degraded and unfit for analysis, resulting in a total number of coefficients to

be (4 ×Hn) − 3, where Hn represents the number of harmonics investigated. This

study extracted 10 harmonics, or 37 coefficients, for analysis.

Several size parameters and shape indices (Table 1) were also calculated for each

otolith. Otolith area (mm2) was provided as part of the SHAPE output analysis

and perimeter (mm) data were calculated from the chain code output file. Otolith

length and otolith width (mm) were both measured using ImageJ software (U.S.

National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, Maryland, USA) following otolith dimension

definitions provided by Stevenson and Campana (1992). The size variables were

then used to calculate several shape indices, including circularity, rectangularity,

ellipticity, aspect ratio, and form function. Each of these are common shape indices

used routinely in otolith morphometric investigations (Table 1; Cadrin and Friedland

2005).

Statistical procedures

Univariate shape indices were examined for normality using normal quantile-

quantile plots and any non-normal distributions underwent log transformation in an

attempt to satisfy the assumption of normality (Cadrin and Friedland 2005). To

identify and control for the effect of otolith size on the shape indices, an analysis

of covariance (ANCOVA) was used with geographic region as the factor and otolith

length as the covariate. Both otolith length and fish TL have been used as covariates

in similar analyses, and would likely yield similar results. However, Campana and

Casselman (1993) recommend the use of otolith length because this measured vari-

able is more robust to collection and preservation effects, in addition to its strong

correlation with fish TL (r = 0.90 in the present study). If the interaction of region

and otolith length was significant (P < 0.05), the shape index was excluded from

the analysis, as it could not be corrected (Tracey et al. 2006). When the interac-
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tion was not significant, but the otolith size effect was significant, the shape index

was corrected using the common within-group slope (b), whereby the product of the

slope and otolith length was subtracted from the shape variable. One-way analy-

sis of variance (ANOVA) followed by Tukey’s Honest Significant Difference (HSD)

post-hoc comparisons and Welchs t-tests (with significance for both tests assessed

at α = 0.05) were used to examine differences in shape indices, as well as to identify

which indices could be used in a discriminant analysis.

Linear discriminant analyses were used to examine differences between geograph-

ical subsamples (i.e., putative stocks) at all three spatial scales. Ideally, the con-

struction of discriminant functions for otolith shape benefits from the inclusion of

both EFC and shape indices (Agüera and Brophy 2011); therefore, any significant

shape indices were considered for inclusion in the discriminant analysis. Finally,

jackknife reclassification (i.e., leave-one-out cross validation) was used to examine

the classification success of the discriminant functions when classifying known-origin

otoliths. Reclassification success rates were compared to the null classification ex-

pectation (i.e., no structure) of 1/g, where g = number of groups or putative stocks

in the analysis (White and Ruttenberg 2007).

RESULTS

Shape indices

A total of 289 age-1 southern flounder right otoliths were used in the analysis.

Sixty-five samples were from the Gulf of Mexico, while the remaining 224 came from

the Atlantic states (Figures 1 and 2). Due to low sample sizes from both Florida

and Georgia and close proximity of both states’ sampling sites (often < 100 miles),

Florida and Georgia samples were pooled to represent the southern extent of the U.S.

South Atlantic range. Circularity was the only shape index that was not normally
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distributed, nor could it be normalized through transformation, and was therefore

dropped from the analysis. Analysis of covariance detected no significant interac-

tions between otolith length and location for any of the remaining shape variables,

and thus all four shape variables were appropriately slope-adjusted. At the basin

level, all shape variables were significantly different except rectangularity (Table

2; Figure 3). We conducted two separate within-basin analyses—one to compare

samples from different regions within the Atlantic (North Carolina, South Carolina,

and Georgia/Florida) and one to compare samples between two states (Florida and

Texas) within the Gulf of Mexico. At the within-basin level, form function in the

Gulf of Mexico was the only shape index showing significant differences between

states; no differences in shape indices was detected among Atlantic states. At a

finer spatial scale comparing regions within North Carolina, differences in otolith

shape indices were largely absent, with the exception of form function (Table 2).

Elliptical Fourier analysis

We calculated a total of 37 EFC. Based on the large number of coefficients and

a lack of high cumulative Fourier power (<70% including all EFCs; Pothin et al.

2006), we ran a cross-validation analysis to explore the descriptive power of har-

monics. For this analysis, we started with the first two harmonics and subsequently

added harmonics until the jackknife reclassification success declined or plateaued,

indicating that the additional harmonics were no longer increasing discriminatory

power. In cross-validation analyses for each geographic scale, the jackknife reclassi-

fication success rate plateaued almost immediately, suggesting that each additional

EFC provided minimal explanatory power (which was in agreement with low Fourier

power). Although the number of harmonic descriptors varies in otolith shape stud-

ies, we selected 10 harmonics (i.e., the first 10) as an appropriate number for each

linear discriminant function. We identified 10 harmonics as a compromise between
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the parsimony of fewer harmonics suggested by cross validation, and a larger num-

ber of harmonics based on the notion that fine-scale description is often contained

in higher-order harmonics (Cadrin et al. 2005) and that cross validation might not

detect these small differences. Ultimately, all four discriminant analyses included

the first 10 EFCs and any significant shape indices (Table 3). Because unbalanced

sample sizes can be problematic in DFA and result in high reclassification by chance

(White and Ruttenberg 2007), we balanced our sample sizes based on the smallest

sample size in each analysis, and then ran 1000 DFA’s with all (except the smallest)

groups randomized without replacement. We also conducted randomization tests

of samples so that we would not only have a null point estimate (1/g, where g =

number of groups), but a distribution to provide greater inference for our empirical

results. Our basin-scale reclassification was nearly 80%, which was the highest re-

classification we detected in any analysis and well outside the upper range of the null

distribution (45%–56%). Both within-basin reclassifications and the within-North

Carolina reclassifications were marginally above the range of the null expectation

distribution (about 6% in all three analyses; Table 3); yet despite this significance,

the distribution of reclassification rates overlapped with the null distribution of re-

classification (Figure 4).

DISCUSSION

Using a combination of univariate shape indices and EFCs we found strong evi-

dence for stock differences between southern flounder at the basin level, in agreement

with recent genetic findings (Anderson et al. 2012), and less evidence for population

structure as our spatial scope decreased. The use of EFA is considered to be one of

the most reliable methods in otolith morphometric studies (Mérigot et al. 2007),

and it took only 10 coefficients to produce reclassification success of 80% at the basin

level (Gulf of Mexico vs. U.S. South Atlantic). Additionally, due to the resampling
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aspect of the DFA, this result should be considered particularly robust. Perhaps

our more interesting finding was a lack of stock differentiation at the within-basin

scale (i.e., among states within a basin). While a number of factors could effectively

mix individuals at our smallest level of spatial inquiry, tagging evidence does not

support extensive mixing when fish occupy inshore estuarine systems. Although the

possibility of phenotypic stocks still exists based on evidence of differing somatic

growth rates and differences in otolith size parameters, the current use of otolith

shape does not clearly identify separate Atlantic stocks of coastal southern flounder

(noting also that within-Gulf of Mexico differences were minimal).

Whether identifying separate stocks or not, analysis of otolith shape requires con-

sideration of the factors that contribute to otolith shape in the context of the species

and study design. Otolith growth and shape are dually controlled by genetic and en-

vironmental influences (Vignon and Morat 2010). Although the relative influence of

these controls is the subject of ongoing research, early findings suggest that genetics

control the overall shape of the otolith, while environmental effects contribute finer

morphological details (Hüssy 2008; Vignon and Morat 2010; Vignon 2012). Almost

undoubtedly, southern flounder ranging from the Texas to North Carolina experi-

ence a wide range of environmental conditions. While this range-wide variation may

be expected to differentiate otolith shape in a way meaningful to describing popula-

tion structure, there also may exist considerable local environmental variation (e.g.,

salinity, temperature, food) that effectively masks a larger geographic pattern. One

way to characterize a variable environmental effect is by controlling for year class,

although this effect appears to vary with species as significant year-class effects have

been detected in some otolith shape studies (Castonguay et al. 1991), and not in

others (Begg and Brown 2000; Galley et al. 2006). Furthermore, in a study of

orange roughy, Hoplostethus atlanticus, Gauldie and Crampton (2002) explore the

idea of balancing selection—an alternating, generational morphology—operating in
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fish otolith morphology (on a 2-year cycle, in their study), so that persistent otolith

polymorphism is present in populations consisting of multiple age-classes. Persis-

tent polymorphism could have been operating in our study as we included fish from

multiple age classes.

Although our study was improved by removing possible age and sex effects, the

fact that our collections were limited to relatively young and mostly immature (i.e.,

age-1) individuals may limit impact our conclusions. Since variable environmental

conditions and growth rates can be major determinants of otolith shape changes

(Campana and Casselman 1993; Cardinale et al. 2004), this opens up the possibil-

ity of increased variability in our sample of southern flounder otoliths, based on the

idea that younger fish are more susceptible to exhibit effects of the variable estuarine

environment. i.e., If there is going to be a difference in otolith shape, it should be

maximal at the end of the estuarine phase, when we know that fish are spatially seg-

regated and in habitats where local conditions can cause huge variability in growth.

Campana and Casselman (1993) even suggest that stock identification based on im-

mature fish may be of negligible value due to ontogenetic changes independent of

growth rates. Based on maturity schedules developed from North Carolina fish,

the majority age-1 southern flounder are immature (Midway and Scharf 2012) and

Fitzhugh et al. (1996) found that young female southern flounder exhibited high

growth variability (even bimodal) by the end of age-0, possibly further increasing

variability in otolith shapes. Although we focused our analysis on the end of age-1,

a considerable amount of variation was likely still present, which, despite adjusting

shape indices for size, may hamper identification of stock-based shape differences.

Furthermore, feeding history has been shown to be an important determinant of

otolith shape (Gagliano and McCormick 2004; Hüssy 2008) and the variability we

saw might be a reflection of varied feeding patterns present in younger individuals.

Another factor with the potential to dampen within-basin and within-state effects
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on otolith shape could be mixing of individuals in the offshore environment during

spawning. Within the U.S. South Atlantic, a large fraction of southern flounder may

migrate considerable distances based on observations of North Carolina fish being

recaptured in states to the south Monaghan 1992; Craig and Rice 2008. Therefore,

offshore mixing may be sufficient to produce genetic homogenization. Some pro-

portion of individuals likely have small home ranges early in life, and the resultant

differences in somatic growth rates may still be useful in discriminating stocks, but

a high degree of offshore mixing could swamp fine-scale environmental influences on

otolith shape.

One final and less discussed possible effect on otolith shape is the time of cap-

ture. All of our samples were collected in late summer and fall, in order to minimize

variation in size at age–the age-1 females used in this study had presumably done

most of their annual growing by the time of capture, which helped reduce size vari-

ability, particularly at the early ages present in our sampling. However, our samples

were taken near the end of a period of rapid otolith growth. In addition to the

idea that otolith shape is less variable among older, mature individuals (Campana

and Casselman 1993), Gauldie and Nelson (1990) found that faster otolith growth

resulted in long, thin crystals. It is possible that periods of fast otolith growth

are somewhat unconstrained, resulting in a wider variety of shapes present within

a stock. Again, sampling limitations precluded sufficient southern flounder sample

sizes at other times of the year, so presently this concern could not be addressed in

our study.

Our approach was strengthened by the fact that we examined three geographic

scales of possible structure. At the basin scale, the combination of established genetic

differentiation (Anderson et al. 2012) and the high likelihood of differing environ-

mental conditions led us to hypothesize otolith shape differences, which we detected.

Within-basin and within-state scales were admittedly more arbitrary; however, based
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on high site fidelity from tagging data in estuarine systems (Craig and Rice 2008;

Smith et al. 2009), we considered these scales large enough so as to include dis-

tinct groups that may not frequently mix. Additionally, management of the species

currently takes place at the state level, so any significant findings could be easily

mapped onto the current management framework. Finally, although structure is less

likely to exist at local scales, we considered North Carolina a good model to test for

any structure as the inshore waters of the state represent a range of environmental

conditions, from longitudinally-wide systems in central and northern regions (e.g.,

Pamlico and Albemarle Sounds) that include extensive oligohaline reaches, to more

meso- and polyhaline environments in the southern portion of the state where barrier

island–lagoon habitats prevail. It is also possible that southern flounder structure

exists at a local scale that is currently beyond our ability to examine (e.g., river

basin scale).

In North Carolina, southern flounder are considered overfished with overfishing

occurring (Takade-Heumacher and Batsavage 2009). Other states within the species’

range have not conducted stock assessments to assess the status of this marine

resource; however, high landings occur though the range and should highlight the

need to understand how this species is spatially structured and mixed, and how

the population(s) will react to changing harvest practices. Ultimately, this analysis

supports previous work reporting basin-scale structure with evidence of weak within-

basin structure. We recommend additional investigations involving complementary

and interdisciplinary techniques, such as genetics, tagging, and examination of life

history parameters to confirm or challenge our findings.
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Table 3.1: Size parameters, shape indices, and shape formulae used.

Size parameters Shape index and formulae
area (A) circularity = P 2/A

perimeter (P ) rectangularity = A/(OL×OW )
otolith length (OL) form function = 4πA/P 2

otolith width (OW ) ellipticity = (OLOW )/(OL+OW )
aspect ratio = OL / OW
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Table 3.2: Results of hypothesis testing on univariate shape indices at three spatial scales.

Scale Variable test statistic P -value test statistic P -value

Basin

ellipticity t = 3.82 < 0.001
rectangularity t = -1.67 0.100
form function t = -5.06 < 0.001
aspect ratio t = 3.74 < 0.001

within-Gulf of Mexico within-Atlantic Ocean

State

ellipticity t = 1.48 0.145 F=1.71 0.184
rectangularity t = 1.48 0.149 F=0.20 0.815
form function t = -2.06 0.046 F=0.23 0.127
aspect ratio t = 1.37 0.178 F=2.09 0.127

Local

ellipticity F = 0.55 0.581
rectangularity F = 1.18 0.313
form function F = 8.08 < 0.001
aspect ratio F = 0.51 0.600
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Table 3.3: Jackknife reclassification success, standard error, null expectation, and predic-
tor variables associated with four discriminant function analyses. (GoM = Gulf of Mexico;
NC = North Carolina; SE = standard error; g = number of groups; EFCs = elliptical
Fourier coefficients)

Basin within-Atlantic within-GoM within-NC

mean reclassifi-
cation success

0.79 0.47 0.66 0.47

SE 0.003 0.004 0.004 0.003

expected mean
(1/g)

0.50 0.33 0.50 0.33

expected range 0.45–0.56 0.25–0.41 0.40–0.60 0.26–0.40

predictor vari-
ables

ellipticity 10 EFCs form function form function

form function 10 EFCs 10 EFCs
aspect ratio

10 EFCs
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Figure 3.1: Basin and state collections of age-1 female southern flounder. Basin sample
sizes are simply the sum of state sample sizes within each respective basin. Although we
collected fish from both Georgia and Florida, these state samples have been combined
based on low numbers and close geographic proximity. Within-North Carolina samples
are described in Figure 3.2.
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Figure 3.2: Within-North Carolina collections of age-1 female southern flounder. The
three regions are based on North Carolina Division of Marine Fisheries sampling areas;
however, they are also characterized by different estuaries. The northern region is com-
prised of Albemarle Sound, the central region by the Neuse–Pamlico Estuary, and the
south by the Cape Fear and New River estuaries.
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Figure 3.4: Randomized reclassification (i.e., null) distributions (shown as the pink
distribution on the left in each panel) and actual linear discriminant randomization results
(shown as the blue distribution on the right) for each of four geographic analyses. The
basin level comparison was the only analysis to exhibit clear separation; the within-basin
and within-North Carolina comparisons exhibit some degree of overlap (illustrated by the
purple bars).
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4 Historically elevated rates of exploitation for North Carolina southern flounder:

simulating the potential effects of cryptic biomass in promoting sustainable

stock dynamics
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Abstract

Despite over a decade of relatively high landings, and overfishing and over-

fished statuses (F estimates of 0.75–1.65), estuarine southern flounder Par-

alichthys lethostigma in North Carolina have not exhibited a strong decline in

landings or in abundance indices. One hypothesized explanation for sustained

high catches is the existence of an unfished, undocumented offshore spawner

population (i.e., “cryptic biomass”). To explore the dynamics of such a sce-

nario, two population matrix models were explored. The first model was

built assuming no offshore spawners and reflected all the demographic infor-

mation available from the most recent stock assessment. The second model

included both an unfished offshore stock of spawners, as well as explored stock-

recruitment relationships (which are not included in the stock assessment). In

1000 simulations, the stock assessment-only model resulted in a population

crash for each simulation. The cryptic biomass model, on the other hand,

demonstrated that only a small offshore demographic and a plausible range

of stock-recruitment parameter estimates sustained the high levels of F esti-

mated to have occurred. Other studies have begun to question the population

structure of southern flounder in the Atlantic Ocean, collectively suggesting

that the current model of state-level (i.e., unit) stocks should be rethought.

Simulations from this study further highlight how small changes in demo-

graphic and spatial structuring can have significant outcomes on population

dynamics and subsequent harvest.
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If we look at fisheries that have been successful over the long term, the

reason for their success is not to be found in assessment, learning and

management models, but in the existence of a spatial accident, something

about the spatial structure of population dynamics interacting with regu-

latory systems or about the behavior of the species and fishers that creates

a large scale refuge for a substantial segment of the spawning population.

Carl Walters, in Orensanz and Jamieson (1998)
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INTRODUCTION

Spatial dynamics of fish stocks are increasingly shown to be important in both

conservation and ecological contexts (Conover et al. 2006), but also necessary for

optimal harvest policies (Begg et al. 1999; Ying et al. 2011). Although it presents

a challenge for resource managers, complex spatial structure is often seen as an

attribute that can improve population response to harvest, varying environmental

conditions, and other perturbations. For example, the portfolio effect (Hilborn et al.

2003; Schindler et al. 2010) and contingent theory (Secor 1999; Kerr et al. 2010)

are examples of spatial population structure that buffer populations from different

sources of mortality, and an ongoing movement advocating marine protected areas

and no-take zones has become a realistic management option to satisfy a number

of objectives (Murray et al. 1999). Yet despite the growing need for improved

understanding of spatial demography and dynamics, such considerations are often

ignored (Cadrin and Secor 2009). One main impediment to complete understanding

of spatial connectivity and the resultant dynamics is the lack of data. Rarely does

a fishery have detailed data of all life stages across multiple spatial scales, including

reliable estimates of vital rates and metrics necessary for developing a confident

description of the population.

One scenario in which missing demographic data can mask estimates of popula-

tion dynamics is in the case of cryptic biomass. Cryptic biomass can be considered

any fraction of a stock which is unknown or unavailable to the fishery (because of

the gear used or its geographical distribution), but which may still contribute to

the overall stock or population in meaningful ways, such as through recruitment

(definition modified from Fonteneau 1996). For example, if an unknown number of

individuals move outside of habitats in which harvest or sampling takes place—yet

this group still contributes recruits to the population—they could be considered a
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cryptic biomass. Walters (in Orensanz and Jamieson 1998; Walters 1998) and Caddy

(1999) were among the first to recognize the potential importance of such a situa-

tion. Walters referred to these circumstances as “spatial accidents” that are often

quickly corrected once the fishing fleet expands their range or the stocks are oth-

erwise discovered. Likewise, Caddy (1999) attributed the success of some fisheries

in the Mediterranean Sea (particularly when compared to the North Sea) to the

refugia provided by rocky slope bottom topography and subsequent inaccessibility

of fishing gear. Examples of cryptic biomass in fisheries are necessarily rare due to

their unknown status as well as their fleeting existence following discovery and har-

vest of an unfished stock; however, American lobster Homarus americanus (Fogarty

1998), orange roughy Hoplostethus atlanticus (Dunn and Forman 2011), and west

coast rockfishes Sebastes spp. (Yoklavich et al. 2000) are all species for which there

is evidence for some degree of cryptic biomass.

Southern flounder Paralichthys lethostigma occur through the US Southeast At-

lantic Ocean and Gulf of Mexico, and support growing commercial and recreational

fisheries throughout their range. Southern flounder are spawned in the winter at

unknown continental shelf locations, advected toward the coast, and begin to pass

through inlets about 30 days after hatching. Southern flounder then spend the

first few years of life in riverine and estuarine waters, before migrating offshore to

spawn during the autumn their second year (although some age-1 fish are also ma-

ture and may migrate Midway and Scharf 2012). The life history and movement

of mature, post-migration individuals is largely unknown. A small number of older

fish (age-4+) are reported in estuarine catches, so they must have migrated back

(Takade-Heumacher and Batsavage 2009); however, evidence also exists for year-

round offshore residency (Watterson and Alexander 2004). North Carolina supports

high commercial landings of southern flounder (averaging over 3 million pounds

landed from 1990–2010; Personal communication from the National Marine Fish-
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eries Service, Fisheries Statistics Division, Silver Spring, MD), generally attributed

to the large amount of estuarine/inshore water available for fishing and the use of

gill and pound nets, which are not permitted in inshore and estuarine waters of

other states. Since the early 1990s and through 2007, North Carolina commercial

southern flounder landings were very high concurrent with a growing recreational

fishery (Figure 1), and the estimated rate of instantaneous fishing mortality, F ,

for ages 2–5 has been estimated to be 0.75–1.65 (Takade-Heumacher and Batsav-

age 2009). Low SPR relative to estimates of unfished biomass have led the North

Carolina Division of Marine Fisheries (NCDMF) to designate the stock “depleted,”

yet millions of pounds are still landed annually. Additionally, North Carolina is the

only Atlantic state that conducts a stock assessment on southern flounder (though

assuming biomass occurs only in North Carolina state waters); the status of other

unit stocks is currently unknown.

While intense harvest has undoubtedly impacted southern flounder abundance,

over the years studies have consistently mentioned that there may be an offshore

contingent—a cryptic biomass—of older, mature fish helping to support large re-

movals of younger ages. The most logical explanation for this would be extended

residency of offshore mature individuals after the known spawning migration (Gilbert

1986). Watterson and Alexander (2004) were able to sample offshore southern floun-

der inhabiting wrecks throughout the year. Specifically, they sampled large females

in the summer, challenging the previous assumption that all mature fish return to

estuarine habitats during the summer. However, they were limited to depths avail-

able on SCUBA gear and did not report abundances large enough to justify a cryptic

biomass. A number of independent tagging studies have reported that while most

tagged individuals are recaptured near the tag site, some individuals have been re-

captured in other states, but always in locations south of the tagging site (Wenner

et al. 1990; Craig and Rice 2008; Smith et al. 2009). This unidirectional migra-
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tion also supports greater population connectivity and larger individual ranges than

currently considered in the North Carolina stock assessment.

Recent work has also improved our understanding of the population dynamics of

the estuarine stock of southern flounder. Midway and Scharf (2012) revealed that

fewer females were mature at ages 1–3 than previously thought, suggesting that

fewer individuals are contributing to the spawning stock biomass (SSB) than had

been estimated in previous work (Wenner et al. 1990; Monaghan and Armstrong

2000). This finding places emphasis on the idea that individual fish either produce

more recruits than previously assumed, or additional mature adults are unaccounted

for. Furthermore, since the 1970s to the present—a period that includes a wide range

of F—recruitment (as measured with the juvenile abundance index) has fluctuated,

but not in response to declines in estimated SSB (data presented in Taylor et al.

2010). This lack of a stock-recruitment relationship (i.e., model) may mean that our

estimate of spawners is flawed, or the level of spawners has not decreased enough

to provide contrast in the data needed to fit a stock recruitment relationship. One

final piece of evidence pointing to the need for population study at larger spatial

scales than presently considered involves recent genetic data (Anderson et al. 2012;

Wang and McCartney, unpublished data) and otolith morphometric studies (Mid-

way, UNCW). The common conclusion emerging from past investigations has been

that while clear stock differences can be shown between Gulf of Mexico and Atlantic

Ocean fish, individuals throughout the Atlantic basin show little to no genetic or

otolith morphometric differences. These findings suggest a larger degree of genetic

exchange or migration than is reflected in current state-level management.

For these reasons, now is a prudent time to more fully consider the possibility

of an unfished offshore contingent of SSB, as well as possible forms of a stock-

recruitment relationship that could shed light on several decades of unexplained

patterns in southern flounder recruitment and abundance. For example, How much
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offshore (cryptic) biomass is needed to support the past and current high estimates

of inshore F? Improved understanding of the possible shapes of the stock-recruit

relationship for this species would also help toward developing estimates of sustain-

able exploitation. To this end, I will use a Paulik diagram to evaluate the strength

of correlations between stages of southern flounder. Then, I will use simple matrix

population models to explore the stock under the current spatial assumptions, as well

as an alternate population model that takes into account an offshore demographic.

METHODS

Paulik diagram

Prior to any population modeling, I developed a Paulik diagram (1973) to explore

the multistage dynamics of both SSB and age-0 stages of southern flounder. The

four stages used in the diagram included SSB, larvae, juvenile, and sub-adult stage.

Spawning stock biomass was taken directly from the most recent stock assessment

(Takade-Heumacher and Batsavage 2009) where it was estimated using a statistical

catch-at-age model, ASAP2. Larval data was provided by Chris Taylor, and was

collected as part of the National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration

(NOAA) Beaufort Inlet Ichthyoplankton study. Both the juvenile and sub-adult

abundance indices were based on data collected as part of ongoing North Carolina

Division of Marine Fisheries (NCDMF) sampling programs. Specifically, juvenile

data came from Program 120, which is an estuarine trawl survey conducted in May

and June. Length cutoffs for age-0 were < 70mm and < 100mm for May and June,

respectively (Takade-Heumacher and Batsavage 2009). Sub-adult data came from

Program 195, the Pamlico Sound Trawl conducted in September, and which uses the

age-0 length cutoff of 230mm. Data for all four stages was available from 1991–2004,

and was used in the Paulik diagram.
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Current population model

I developed two matrix population models to explore the possibility of an off-

shore cryptic biomass. The first population model developed was one based on the

current population description (hereafter “current model”) largely taken from the

most recent stock assessment (Takade-Heumacher and Batsavage 2009; model de-

scription in Table 1). This model was designed to have a total of six stages that

correspond to age (Figure 2). All individuals recruit to the first age group and have

some transition (i.e., survival) probability to the next age group. Annual survival

values (S) were calculated by transforming either instantaneous natural mortality

(M) or instantaneous total mortality (Z; where Z = F +M), where

S = e−Zor−M .

Age-0 survival was based on the age-0 value of M calculated from an age-specific

Lorenzen (1996) vector of natural mortalities (Table 1). Annual survival values for

all other ages were estimated based on Z.

Because estimates of instantaneous fishing mortality, F , vary between assess-

ments as well as over time and no empirical estimates of M have been published, I

used 15 years of landings data to estimate Z with a catch curve analysis (Hilborn

and Walters 1992). Annual pound net and gill net landings (the vast majority of

the landings during this time and the methods for which catch reporting is most

reliable) were summed by age and, assuming age-1 individuals are fully recruited to

the gear, used to estimate Z. It is currently assumed that most age-1 individuals

are recruited to the fishing gear (based on the 2009 stock assessment von Bertlanaffy

growth model, the mean total length of age-1 fish in the summer, the season when the

fishing begins, is 331mm, or just over 13 inches). Furthermore, this gear-recruitment

assumption is stronger going back in time as pre-2002 size regulations were 25.4mm

(1 inch) smaller than current regulations, leading to a greater historical proportion of
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smaller fish landed. Based on the catch curve analysis (1991–2007), Z was modeled

as a normal distribution of values with Z̄ = 1.93 and s = 0.23

Age-0 fish could not contribute to recruitment while ages 1 and 2 contributed

to recruitment based on estimates of proportion mature at age (Midway and Scharf

2012). Ages 3–5 were assumed to be 100% mature. Because no stock-recruitment

relationship currently exists for southern flounder, I calculated annual estimates of

recruits per spawner (i.e., recruitment; r) based on stock assessment data from 1991–

2006. Similar to Z, r is considered a random value based on a normal distribution

of recruitment values with r̄ = 3.5 and s = 1.1. Combined, these values result in

the population projection matrix

A =



0 r(0.44) r(0.76) r r r

Mage−0 0 0 0 0 0

0 Z 0 0 0 0

0 0 Z 0 0 0

0 0 0 Z 0 0

0 0 0 0 Z Z



To analyze this population projection matrix I calculated logλ, the natural log-

arithm of the dominant eigenvalue of A, also called the instantaneous rate of pop-

ulation increase (where logλ < 0 results in a population decrease, logλ = 0 results

in a stable population, and logλ > 0 results in a population increase). This calcu-

lation was done 1000 times, each time with randomly selected r and Z values so

that a distribution of logλ could be described. Finally, I explored a range of values

of r in A—specifically to understand the levels of needed recruitment for positive
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population growth.

Alternate cryptic biomass population model

An alternate population model was designed to retain as much reliable popula-

tion information as possible from the current model, but to then explore alternate

population and recruitment structures as explanations for why the North Carolina

unit stock of southern flounder has persisted over decades, while a fishery subject

to the current population assumptions runs the risk of collapse. This model does

not assume a linear progression of stages, but rather has two sub-stocks—estuarine

and offshore—comprised of different age classes and different dynamics (Figure 2).

Estuarine fish ages were 0–3, with the assumption that all fish age-4 and older do

not use estuarine waters as their primary habitat. Both maturation data and low

landings of age-4+ fish support this assumption. The three offshore ages were ages

2–4+. Although recent maturity work found 3% of age-0 fish to be mature (Midway

and Scharf 2012), our model assumed 0% of age-0 fish to be mature, meaning that

the first age at which a fish could mature would be (the fall of) age-1, such that these

fish would therefore migrate to the offshore stock around January, or the beginning

of age-2. Estuarine ages 0–2 could transition to the next estuarine age class minus

the probability of age-specific maturation, indicating an offshore transition. By the

end of age-3 all estuarine individuals will have moved to the offshore stock and there

is no option for offshore fish to transition back to the estuarine population. As with

the current model, age-0 survival was based on age-0 values of M . Similarly, catch

curve estimates of total instantaneous mortality, Z, were used for survival proba-

bilities for estuarine ages. Although some very small amount of southern flounder

may be harvested offshore (e.g., offshore spearfishing), we only considered a range of

M reported for other flatfish (0–0.30; Maunder and Wong 2011). Here, M could be

considered Z, but as offshore harvest is small and unknown, M likely dominates this
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mortality source. As with the current model, survival rates were treated as tran-

sition probabilities randomly selected from a distribution in the overall population

projection matrix,

B =



0 0 0 0 f(r) f(r) f(r)

Mage−0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 Z(0.56) 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 Z(0.24) 0 0 0 0

0 Z(0.44) 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 Z(0.76) 0 M 0 0

0 0 0 Z 0 M M


Only offshore ages were able to contribute to the spawning stock biomass, which was

then used in a Shepherd (1982) stock-recruitment function (f(r) in B):

R = αB
1+(B/K)β

where r = recruitment, B = spawning stock biomass, α = recruits per unit

biomass, K = threshold biomass (approximately carrying capacity), and β = density

dependence or shape parameter. The Shepherd stock–recruitment function permit-

ted the exploration of models with different levels of density dependence, such as

Beverton–Holt (1957) when β = 1, as well as dome-shaped relationships, such as

Ricker (1954) when β = 2, and for which some support exists in other flatfish (Iles

1994).

RESULTS

Paulik diagram

For juvenile, sub-adult, and spawning stock biomass, we used data from a 17-year

span, 1991–2007, while larval bridgenet data were available for 1991–2004. Larval,
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juvenile, and sub-adult data were abundance indicesthe geometric mean of catch

rates over several sampling periods on an annual basis. Annual SSB came directly

from the estimates based on a statistical catch-at-age model (Takade-Heumacher

and Batsavage 2009). Yearly indices between larvae and juveniles, juveniles and

sub-adults, and sub-adults and spawners were correlated (r = 0.59, 0.46, and 0.23,

respectively). However, the quadrants of the Paulik diagram linking SSB to larvae

failed to show a relationship (Figure 3).

Current population model

The six state variable model was constructed using only data and assumptions

from the most recent stock assessment (with the exception of recently updated ma-

turity schedules). Based on 1000 stochastic calculations of logλ, the mean logλ =

-0.23 and < 5% of calculations resulted in logλ > 0 (positive population growth).

Taking into consideration that Z is likely the more reliable parameter estimate in

the current population (Z was calculated from landings data, whereas r is based on

previously estimated data), r was explored to examine values at which the current

population model would result in (mean) population growth. Increasing recruitment

values did result in an increase in logλ; however, it was not until r approached 6

that mean logλ was positive (Figure 4).

Cryptic biomass population model

I used least squares estimation to arrive at parameter estimates for a Shepherd

model fit with spawner and recruit data taken from the stock assessment. Parameter

estimates were α = 4.22 and K = 4.51. The shape parameter, β, was varied

from 1.0–3.5 (by 0.5 intervals). These plausible values of β were then examined in

combination with a plausible range of offshore M : we identified 10 values between 0–

0.4. Considering again logλ as the response (and simulating 1000 iterations), natural
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mortality had a much greater influence on population growth or decline (Figure 5).

In fact, the population exhibited mean growth at all values of β. Values of M were

much more diagnostic of population trajectory, with 0.2 was an approximate cutoff

between population decline or population growth.

With β = 2.0 and M = 0.20 (plausible values that fall approximately in the

center of Figure 5), I iterated the cryptic biomass model through 200 time steps in

order to separate the estuarine population from the offshore population. Seeding

the model with age-specific mean abundances expressed as a percent of the total

population based on abundance data from 1991–2007, I used the simple projection

equation N(t + 1) = A × N(t). This simulation was repeated 1000 times in order

to describe mean and variance, and the resulting mean estuarine abundance was

89.2 (standard deviation = 10.1), with the offshore abundance was 8.8 (standard

deviation = 1.0; Figure 6). One final simulation involved using these same parameter

values (β = 2.0 and M = 0.20) to explore the sensitivity of instantaneous fishing

mortality, F . Simulated F values (1.2–1.6, based on the historic range of estimates)

showed that with a cryptic biomass, the population persisted until F > 1.5 (Figure

7).

DISCUSSION

The modeling approach

The Paulik diagram provided strong evidence of the connectivity of inshore de-

velopmental stages, as well as the lack of correlation between recruitment and SSB.

Quadrants not including spawner data showed some level of correlation, which was

not expected to be strong based on other variables that can distort the relationship

and which were not included. Although lack of a stock–recruit relationship does not

preclude other hypotheses—e.g., environmental impacts obscuring the relationship—
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the fact that SSB has never been observed highlights the need for alternate popula-

tion structures.

This simple age-structured modeling exercise was successful in identifying an al-

ternate spatial and demographic population structure that might explain decades of

high estuarine exploitation of North Carolina southern flounder. Using information

from the most recent stock assessment (Takade-Heumacher and Batsavage 2009) in

a simple matrix population model, it is difficult to conceive how the current stock—

assumed to be a closed, unit stock—is sustaining itself. Specifically, estimates of F

have historically been high (approaching F = 2 in certain years of some models) and

older age classes are all but absent from landings data. This current model comes un-

der increased scrutiny when a new maturity schedule is taken into account (Midway

and Scharf 2012), which reduces the proportion of age-1 and age-2 fish that reach

maturity and thus contribute to the spawning stock. Indeed, the current model sug-

gests that the North Carolina southern flounder fishery should have collapsed long

ago, unless recruitment values are significantly greater than estimated.

With any model, selection of parameters can drive the results while also requir-

ing additional assumptions. One objective of this modeling exercise was to keep

the models simple enough that the corresponding assumptions did not discount the

outcomes. For example, although a stock–recruit relationship is not known for many

fish—including many flatfish (Iles 1994)—it is assumed that at some level this ba-

sic relationship exists for all stocks (Ricker 1954; Beverton and Holt 1957; Tyler

1992). Our use of the Shepherd model (1982) permitted us to explore a wide range

of a possible stock–recruitment curves, as the Shepherd model can approximate a

Beverton–Holt model and a Ricker model, among other forms. Although we are

unable to point to a specific value of β as the most likely, high values of β (≥ 2)

are certainly plausible and would agree with a recent modeling exercise investigating

summer flounder where Rothschild et al. (2012) report a β = 2.5 for this congener
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of southern flounder. IIles (1994) in a review of stock–recruitment relationships in

flatfish also found that when a model could be fit, it was generally domed–shaped

(i.e., Ricker model).

The most recent stock assessment of southern flounder does provide estimates of

F and M ; however, we opted to use a catch curve analysis to arrive at Z (where

Z = F + M), which was ultimately used to inform the transition probabilities in

the population projection matrices. Estimates of F have varied over two stock

assessments (possibly attributable to the use of different population models), and

even within assessments it can be hard to arrive at a reliable values of F over time.

The estimates of M used in the stock assessment were generated using the Lorenzen

method (1996) and scaled using the Hoenig equation (1983). Although we are not

directly questioning these estimates of F and M used in the stock assessment, we felt

more confident that in a model like ours a catch curve estimate of Z was appropriate.

Southern flounder do not clearly violate the assumptions of a catch curve analysis—

constant mortality and recruitment, and full selection to the sampling gear—as

historically fish have been fully recruited by age-1, catches of age-0 and age-1 fish

continue (Smith and Scharf 2010), and all fully recruited ages are equally vulnerable

in the estuaries. Additionally, North Carolina has an established trip ticket program

that generates reliable catch data (Lupton and Phalen 1996).

We were also very confident in our assumption of very low F for offshore ages

in the cryptic biomass model. To date, no fishery dependent or independent land-

ings have reported offshore catches of southern flounder (other than the occasional

nearhsore wreck sighting often by spearfishers). It remains possible as a future line

of inquiry to consider where southern flounder are offshore. Are southern flounder

beyond the continental shelf and at the less-fished shelf break, where distance and

hard bottom topography may prevent trawling? Or might North Carolina south-

ern flounder move not just directly offshore, but also in a southerly direction as
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suggested by some tagging data, where they ultimately mix with mature southern

flounder from other southeastern US states? One possible approach other than tag-

ging large, migrating individuals would be to elucidate more clearly the patterns of

offshore larval dispersal in an attempt to reconstruct larval movement and possibly

identify larval origination areas.

The cryptic biomass hypothesis

Spatial connectivity is increasingly being investigated and successfully informing

fisheries scientists about the nature of metapopulations and stock outcomes based

on differing levels of connectivity (e.g., Frisk et al. 2008; Kerr et al. 2010; DeCelles

and Cadrin 2011). Fonteneau (1996) was one of the first to use the “cryptic biomass”

term when hypothesizing a mismatch between empirical age samples and virtual pop-

ulation analysis age results from southern bluefin tuna (Thunnus maccoyii). More

recently Yoklavich et al. (2000) identified west coast rockfish refuges in submarine

canyons and suggested they function as natural refugia for mature rockfish, which

ultimately contribute to recruitment. Dunn and Forman (2011) invoke the idea of

cryptic biomass when describing mature orange roughy that to do not inhabit the

hills (i.e., the fishing grounds) and thus are spatially separated from the fishery.

Although dealing with a somewhat less cryptic stock, Fogarty (1998) provides per-

haps the most compelling study of larval subsidy when describing American lobster.

His delay-difference model of linked inshore and offshore stocks clearly showed that

relatively low levels of larval subsidy permits persistence of the inshore stock at high

exploitation, even when the offshore population is moderately exploited. Interest-

ingly, results from this study agree with Fogarty’s findings, suggesting that < 10%

of the population abundance of southern flounder was needed offshore to support an

estuarine stock fished as high as F = 1.5.
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Management implications

Southern flounder in North Carolina waters might very well benefit from a de

facto marine protected area, whereby an unfished demographic of large, old mature

individuals live offshore and provide larval subsidy to the heavily fished estuarine

stock. Although it is most prudent at present to assume this cryptic biomass does

not exist and to continue to take measures to protect the estuarine stock, future

empirical efforts should work toward identifying a possible offshore stock, and a suite

of management approaches should be considered in anticipation of this potential

stock. Recent otolith shape work (?) and genetic analyses (Anderson et al. 2012;

Wang and McCartney, unpublished data) are beginning to describe the Atlantic

basin stock structure of southern flounder. These studies are reporting minimal

stock structure, suggesting a much greater degree of Atlantic basin mixing than is

currently accounted for in management.

The benefits of an unfished cryptic biomass of spawners are numerous, and if

this stock exists, management would be wise to consider preserving it. The eco-

logical literature provides evidence that protecting the source populations is more

important than protecting the sink populations (Tuck and Possingham 1994), even

in cases where classical source–sink models are avoided and patch–metapopulation

dynamics prevail (Kritzer and Sale 2004). Evidence is also mounting that large,

old fish produce the most viable offspring and recruits, and thus contribute to the

population disproportionally compared to a similar biomass of younger, smaller ma-

ture fish (reviewed in Berkeley et al. 2004). Additionally, egg production increases

dramatically with body size (e.g., Trippel 1998) and older marine teleosts gener-

ally spawn earlier in the reproductive season than younger individuals (examples in

Berkeley et al. 2004), and thus a wider range of mature ages reduces the likelihood

of recruitment failure by temporal buffering. Because southern flounder are docu-
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mented to live up to age-9, yet ages 4+ are rare in landings, an offshore stock could

be considerably older than maturing inshore fish (used to estimate SSB) and have

much more reproductive potential than a similar biomass of first time spawners.

The existence of an unfished mature stock might not necessarily impact the es-

tuarine fishery for southern flounder. Assuming that the importance of this offshore

source stock is recognized, two main management scenarios would be for 1) the in-

shore fishery to manage for escapement, and/or 2) prevent harvest of the offshore

stock so as to permit its continued effect as a marine protected area for spawners.

Numerous terrestrial examples exist of the management strategy where yearlings are

culled, while the brood stock is protected (Caddy 1999), and Conover and Munch

(2002) elegantly brought this concept home to fisheries when they harvested the

smallest 90% of a population of Atlantic silversides (Menidia menidia). Compared

to harvesting the largest 90% (i.e., leaving the small ones–analogous to minimum size

limits widely used in fisheries management), removing the smallest fish ultimately

showed the highest reproductive potential and long-term yields.

Increasingly marine fish stocks are being considered as metapopulations, which

are spatially structured and divided into several subpopulations that mix at varying

levels (Kritzer and Sale 2004). Currently, no physical evidence exists for an offshore

stock of southern flounder other than the questions that surround the exploitation

history of the estuarine stock. Indeed, the stock assessment reports historic values of

F common above 1.5, and while this mortality rate could be disastrous in many other

fisheries, simple population models with even a very small offshore stock sustain

exploitation up to F = 1.5 in some scenarios. Ultimately, there is much more to

know about the life history and dynamics of southern flounder, particularly in light

of the complex life histories and connectivities seen in other flatfish (Metcalfe 2006).

As data are generated from tagging studies and genetic analyses (among other lines

of evidence), ecological models will continue to be a viable method for examining
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simulations of different population structures and weighing their relative likelihood

in the absence of perfect empirical data (Schmolke et al. 2010).
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Table 4.1: Variables and nominal values used in population modeling.

Current Population Cryptic Biomass Hypothesis
Variable Symbol Nominal Value Nominal Value
stages 6 (linear) 7: 4 inshore, 3 offshore

mortality
Z or M age-0: M = 1.161 Zinshore ∼ N(1.93, 0.23)2

Zages1−5 ∼ N(1.93, 0.23)2 Moffshore = 0.1 − 0.3

recruitment
r, f(r) r ∼ N(3.5, 1.1)2 Shepherd S–R function:

f(r)
ages 1, 2 adjusted for
maturity3

ages 1, 2 adjusted for
maturity3

1Lorenzen (1996)
2Takade-Heumacher and Batsavage (2009)
3Midway and Scharf (2012)
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Figure 4.1: Southern flounder landings from 1990–2011. The top panel shows both
total Atlantic commercial and North Carolina only commercial landings, with recreational
landings for reference. The bottom panel shows only recreational landings, highlighting
the increase since the 1990s.
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Figure 4.2: Population matrix models used in this study. The top diagram represents
the current model used to consider southern flounder population dynamics. The bottom
diagram represents an alternative cryptic biomass model, whereby an offshore spawning
contingent supplies an estuarine sub stock with recruits, some of which at later ages may
survive to repopulate the offshore stock.
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Figure 4.3: Paulik diagram (1973) of age-0 and SSB southern flounder. Age-0 data are
from NCDMF and NOAA estuarine sampling programs while the SSB comes from the
most recent stock assessment (Takade-Heumacher and Batsavage 2009) and is estimated
using an statistical catch-age-age model. The three straight black lines represent linear
relationships between stages (and where r = Pearson correlation coefficient), while the gray
curve in the lower right quadrant represents the estimated Shepherd (1982) stock-recruit
relationship.
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Figure 4.4: Mean values of logλ (with one standard deviation shown by the shaded
region) for varying levels of recruits per spawner. The North Carolina southern flounder
stock assessment estimates recruits per spawner to be on average 3.5, which nearly always
results in population decline. In fact, positive values of logλ are not seen until recruits per
spawner approaches 6. (Note: The dotted line at logλ = 0 separates positive population
growth above the line from negative population growth below the line.)
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Figure 4.6: Mean estuarine and offshore abundances based on 1000 stochastic simulations
of the cryptic biomass population model using a Shepherd model (β = 2) and M = 0.2
for offshore ages. Mean abundances (after the initial period) were 89.2 (s = 10.1) for the
estuarine stock and 8.8 (s = 1.0) for the offshore stock.
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Figure 4.7: Mean estuarine and offshore abundances based on 1000 stochastic simulations
of the cryptic biomass population model using a Shepherd model (β = 2) and M = 0.2 for
offshore ages. Mean stable state abundances were 89.2 (s = 10.1) for the estuarine stock
and 8.8 (s = 1.0) for the offshore stock.
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